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Abstract—Initial timing acquisition in narrow-band IoT (NB-
IoT) devices is done by detecting a periodically transmitted
known sequence. The detection has to be done at lowest possible
latency, because the RF-transceiver, which dominates downlink
power consumption of an NB-IoT modem, has to be turned
on throughout this time. Auto-correlation detectors show low
computational complexity from a signal processing point of
view at the price of a higher detection latency. In contrast
a maximum likelihood cross-correlation detector achieves low
latency at a higher complexity as shown in this paper. We present
a hardware implementation of the maximum likelihood cross-
correlation detection. The detector achieves an average detection
latency which is a factor of two below that of an auto-correlation
method and is able to reduce the required energy per timing
acquisition by up to 34%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various estimates predict tens of billions devices connected
to the Internet in 2020 in what is called the Internet of
Things (IoT). IoT does not only take place in our homes
or in areas which are covered by WiFi and other low-range
networks, but also in remote places which are only covered
by cellular or satellite networks. Cellular network coverage is
almost ubiquitous and does not depend on proprietary end-user
infrastructure.
To realize an IoT in which the requirements for low-power,
low-cost, and extended-coverage IoT devices will be met,
the 3GPP consortium agreed on an LTE-Release-13 extension
called Narrow Band (NB)-IoT or LTE Cat-NB1 [1]. On the
downlink and uplink side NB-IoT mainly reuses LTE technol-
ogy. However, cell search and timing acquisition procedures
have undergone major adaptions to fit into the narrow 200 kHz
bandwidth and to meet coverage extension requirements.
The energy efficiency of an NB-IoT device preferably
implemented as a system-on-chip is of great importance to
achieve years of battery life as aimed for emerging cellular
IoT standards. Besides the power amplifier for the uplink,
which holds the lions share of overall power consumption,
it is well known that the downlink baseband signal processing
consumes only a fraction of the RF-transceiver power in re-
ceive mode [2]. This appears because RF-transceivers are dom-
inated by analog integrated circuits whose power consumption
especially does not scale as well with the CMOS technology
feature size as it scales for the digital integrated baseband
circuits. Therefore, NB-IoT has undergone various simplifi-
cations to allow energy-efficient implementations. Significant
bandwidth reduction to 200 kHz was the main simplification
of NB-IoT compared to the minimal bandwidth requirement of
1.4 MHz in LTE. But, the RF-transceiver power consumption
is rather proportional to the carrier frequency and to sensitivity
requirements than bandwidth. While adjacent channel leakage
ratio was reduced by 5dB compared to 1.4MHz LTE [4], the
maximum carrier frequency is only slightly reduced from 2.6
to 2.2 GHz. Thus, the RF-transceiver is still dominating the
downlink power consumption. However, power consumption
of digital baseband processing scales well with bandwidth,
which is useful for NB-IoT timing acquisition.
Besides data decoding timing acquisition is the most com-
plex baseband task along the downlink path [3]. Hereby
energy-efficient timing acquisition is important because timing
acquisition has to be done frequently, mainly for two reasons:
Firstly, NB-IoT is designed for the exchange of short mes-
sages, thus devices are in deep sleep mode most of the time
and wake up e.g. every hour for a short period of time to
receive and transmit a few hundred bytes. To ensure years
of battery life, circuits providing accurate timing are turned
off during deep sleep mode, which requires timing acquisition
after every wake-up. Hereby timing acquisition has a relatively
large share on the short reception interval, which requires an
energy-efficient implementation. Secondly, NB-IoT is likely
to be used on vehicles and drones where devices are prone
to timing synchronization loss due to their relatively high
mobility and the absence of handover capability in NB-IoT.
For timing acquisition a periodically transmitted a pri-
ori known Narrowband Primary Synchronization Sequence
(NPSS) has to be detected [5]. The latency of a successful tim-
ing acquisition (NPSS detection) is the relevant performance
metric, because it determines how long the RF-transceiver,
which consumes the major part of the power, has to be
turned on to receive data. Therefore, using low-complexity
NPSS detectors which achieve suboptimal performance can be
disadvantageous for the overall downlink energy efficiency.
Contributions: We present a maximum-likelihood (ML)
NPSS detector which achieves an average timing acquisition
latency of 140 ms (in-band deployment, TU1.2 channel, SNR
= -12.6 dB). Our ML detector is based on cross-correlation
metrics which are computed in frequency domain via the
overlap-save method. The detector has high computational
complexity but allows to reduce the required energy by up to
34% per timing acquisition for state-of-the-art RF-transceivers.
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Fig. 1. NPSS and NSSS resource mapping onto an NB-IoT frame.
II. TIMING ACQUISITION IN NB-IOT
The first step after power-on (or after a wake-up from a
sleep cycle) of an NB-IoT device is the detection of an NB-
IoT capable base-station. In case such a base-station exists, the
receiver does not know which OFDM symbol of the frame is
currently transmitted. On top of that, the frequency relation
between the base-station and the local receiver clock is also
unknown. In NB-IoT as well as in other LTE device categories,
the detection of a suitable base-station and the estimation of
the timing and frequency offset is based on two periodically
transmitted sequences: the NPSS and the Narrowband Sec-
ondary Synchronization Sequence (NSSS). While the NPSS
is transmitted repeatedly every sub-frame of length 10 ms,
the NSSS is repeated in every second sub-frame as shown
in Fig. 1. For NB-IoT the transmitted NPSS is identical in
every sub-frame for all base-stations. In contrast, the NSSS
depends on the base-stations cell ID and is scrambled with a
frame-dependent sequence code.
The NPSS is used to verify the existence of an NB-IoT
capable base-station. Additionally, it enables the estimation of
the frequency offset and timing offset with respect to the sub-
frame boundary. The NSSS is then used to detect the frame
boundary and cell ID.
The NPSS is defined in frequency domain as a Zadoff-Chu
sequence of length 11 for each sub-carrier index n given by
S[n] = e
−j5pin(n+1)
11 c[l], n = 0 . . . 10 (1)
where c[l] is an element of the code cover vector
c = [1, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1, 1, 1,−1, 1],
with l being the symbol index in a sub-frame. This sequence
is mapped to 11 subsequent OFDM symbols each consisting
of 12 OFDM sub-carriers holding one copy of the NPSS.
After zero-padding each of the 11 copies to 128 symbols,
time-domain conversion, and cyclic-prefix insertion of either
length 9 or 10, the NPSS results in 1,508 time domain samples.
With a sub-frame length of 10 ms and a sampling rate of
1.92 MHz 19,200 samples need to be captured in order to get
exactly one copy of the NPSS. As the sub-frame boundary is
unknown, the NPSS can start at any of the 19,200 samples.
One task of the receiver is to estimate the beginning of the
NPSS to acquire sub-frame boundary timing information. In
addition, an NB-IoT device has a random frequency offset
because the crystal oscillator on the device is not yet tuned
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Fig. 2. ML function over normalized frequency offset.
after power-on or after wake-up from a sleep cycle. This
heavily affects the detection complexity because the device
needs to analyze various frequency-offset candidates within
a specified boundary, as well. To reduce the complexity it
is possible to perform a coarse frequency and timing offset
estimation on a down-sampled version of the received signal.
For example in [6] the coarse estimation is done via auto-
correlations at a sampling frequency of 240 kHz. Then, one
sub-frame consists of only 2,400 samples.
III. ML TIMING ACQUISITION WITH CORRELATIONS
There are two main algorithms to perform timing acqui-
sition, namely auto-correlation and cross-correlation. While
auto-correlation is the only option if the transmitted, periodic
sequence is unknown, for NPSS detection both algorithms can
be applied as the transmitted sequence is known to the receiver.
Auto-correlation approaches are in general more hardware
efficient than cross-correlation approaches. But, since the
auto-correlation algorithm does not exploit the fact that the
transmitted sequence is known, its performance is sub-optimal.
In fact, cross-correlation detectors are ML detectors [7]. This is
the reason, why many applications like radar systems or GPS
receivers use a cross-correlation for signal detection [8]. In this
paper we focus on low latency rather than low complexity.
Thus, the ML detector [7] (Page 244), which projects the
received signal vector onto each of the Nf possible frequency
candidates, is a viable option for NPSS detection.
The NPSS ML detector correlation metrics are given by
C (r | θ, fo) =
θ+189∑
k=θ
r[k + θ]s∗[k]e−j2pifok/fs , (2)
where the received signal vector
r = [r[0] r[1] . . . r[189− 1]]T
has a sampling rate of fs = 240 kHz and s[k] for k = 0 . . . 188
is the time domain NPSS sequence given in Eq. (1) at 240 kHz.
The ML function C(r′ | θ = 0, fo) for a distortion-free
received signal vector r′ over the frequency offset fo is plotted
in Fig. 2. The ML frequency- and timing-offset estimation fˆo
and tˆo can then be calculated according to
(fˆo, tˆo) = arg max
fo,to
{C(r | fo, to)} .
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operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational complexity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
consumption as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was chosen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 percent of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mode and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detection. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for power consumption for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a power consumption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
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The NPSS is defined in frequency domain as a Zadoff-Chu
sequence of length 11 for each subcarrier index n given by
S[n] = e(
 j5⇡(n+1)
11 )c[l], n = 0 . . . 10 (1)
where c[l] is an element of the code cover vector
c = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
with l being the symbol index in a subframe. This sequence
is mapped to 11 subsequent OFDM symbols each consisting
of 12 OFDM sub-carriers and holding one copy of the NPSS.
After zero-padding each of the 11 copies to 128 symbols,
time-domain conversion, and cyclic-prefix insertion of either
length 9 or 10, the NPSS results in 1508 samples in time
domain.
With a sub-frame length of 10ms and a sampling rate of
1.92MHz 19,200 samples need to be captured in order to get
an entire copy of the NPSS. As the sub-frame boundary is
unknown, the NPSS can start at any of the 19.200 samples.
One task of the receiver is to estimate the beginning of the
NPSS to acquire sub-frame boundary timing. In addition, an
NB-IoT device has a random frequency offset because the
crystal oscillator on the device is not tuned after power-
on. This heavily affects the detection complexity because the
device needs to analyze various frequency offset options within
a specified boundary, as well.
III. CORRELATION BASED TIMING ACQUISITION
There are two main algorithms to perform timing acquisition
namely auto-correlation and cross-correlation. While auto-
correlation is the only option if the transmitted, periodic
sequence is unknown, in cas of the NPSS detection both
algorithms can be applied as the transmitted sequence is
known to the receiver. Auto-correlation approaches in general
are more hardware efficient than cross-correlation approaches
as shown in [9]. But, since the auto-correlation algorithm does
not exploit the fact that the transmitted sequence is known,
its performance is sub-optimal. In fact, cross-correlation de-
tectors are ML detectors [6]. This is the reason, why many
applications like radar systems or GPS receivers use a cross-
correlation for signal detection [10]. In this paper we focus on
low-latency rather than complexity. Thus, the ML detector [6]
(Page 244), which projects the received signal vector onto each
of the Nf possible candidates with different frequency offsets,
is a viable option for NPSS detection.
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Fig. 2. ML function over normalized frequency offset.
For the NPSS ML detector the correlation metrics are given
by
C(r | ✓, fo) =
✓+137X
k=✓
r[k]s⇤[k]e j2⇡fo , (2)
where the received signal vector
r = [r[0] r[1] . . . r[137  1]]T
has a sampling rate of 240 kHz and s[k] for k = 0 . . . 136
is the cyclic prefix extended 128-point IFFT of the elements
time domain NPSS sequence S⇤[k] given in Eq. 1.
The maximum likelihood function C(r0 | ✓ = 0, fo) for
a distortion free received signal vector r0 over the frequency
offset fo is plotted in Figure 2. This function is evaluated in
ML fashion according to
(fˆo, tˆo) = argmax
fo,to
{C(r | fo, to)} .
Hereby different time offset to hypothesis, which corre-
spond to sub-frame boundaries, have to be evaluated by cross-
correlating the received samples in the correlation window
with the known NPSS. In addition correlations are performed
for every Nf frequency offset hypothesis fo which defines the
range of frequency offsets the detector shall support.
Hence, the number of cross-correlations in time-domain
requires Np · Nf operations. In every sub-frame we receive
Ns = 2,400 samples and the length of the NPSS in time
domain is Np = 189 samples. In total Np · Ns · Nf cross-
correlations are required. By choosing Nf = 32 for example
results in a total number of 76,800 189 cross-correlations of
length 189 that need to be performed every millisecond, which
is impracticable for NB-IoT devices.
However the computational complexity can be significantly
reduced when using an overlap-and-save (OLS) method [8].
This method is well established especially for discrete con-
volution but it can also be applied to cross-correlation. The
method is efficient in terms of computational complexity if one
of the sequences to be cross-correlated is very long, while the
other one is short. This is the case in our example for which
the received sample sequence (2,400 samples) is much longer
than the NPSS sequence (189 samples).
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Fig
. 4.
Lat
enc
y p
erfo
rma
nce
of c
ros
s-co
rrel
atio
n N
PSS
det
ecto
r.
The
per
form
anc
e in
term
s o
f ti
min
g a
cqu
isit
ion
late
ncy
is
sho
wn
in F
igu
re 4
for
in-b
and
dep
loy
me
nt w
hic
h h
as t
he
mo
st
em
and
ing
SN
R r
equ
irem
ent
of
-12
.6d
B.
The
poi
nt
wh
ere
90%
hit
rate
is a
chi
eve
d is
tak
en
for
com
par
ison
wit
h [9
].
As
can
be
see
n fr
om
Fig
ure
4, t
he
OL
S d
etec
tor
ach
ieve
s a
late
ncy
of 4
80m
s, w
her
eas
the
aut
oco
rrel
atio
n d
etec
tor
of [
9]
tak
es 6
20m
s.
The
inc
rea
sed
com
put
atio
nal
com
ple
xity
can
be
add
ress
ed
by
a V
LSI
imp
lem
ent
atio
n w
hic
h l
ead
s to
a l
owe
r e
ner
gy
con
sum
ptio
n a
s sh
own
in t
he
foll
owi
ng.
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of
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det
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sho
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in F
igu
re 5
. Fo
r th
e F
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and
th
IFF
T a
sing
le-p
ath
-
del
ay
fee
dba
ck
arc
hite
ctu
re w
ith
rad
ix-2
ele
ent
s w
as c
hos
en
due
to t
he
ava
ilab
le t
ime
ress
our
ces
[To
do,
wri
te a
bou
t F
T
arc
h].
Fig
. 5.
Blo
ck
dia
gra
m o
f N
PSS
har
dw
are
acc
eler
ato
r
Key
cha
rac
teri
stic
s ar
e sh
own
in T
abl
e I.
30
per
cen
t of
the
ar
a is
occ
upi
ed
by
the
FFT
and
IFF
T u
nits
. O
ne
resu
lt r
ead
y
eve
ry
10m
s, w
hic
h is
rep
orte
d to
the
atta
che
d p
roc
ess
or
via
an
inte
rrup
t si
gna
l. TAB
LE
I
AC
CE
LE
RA
TO
R K
EY
CH
AR
AC
TE
RIS
TIC
S
Par
am
eter
Val
ue
Tec
hno
log
y
SM
IC1
30
Are
a
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e3
um
2
kG
E
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RA
M
x k
bit
FFT
size
102
4
LU
T
x k
bit
A.
Ene
rgy
Con
sum
ptio
n E
val
uat
ion
The
ene
rgy
wh
ich
is r
equ
ired
for
tim
ing
acq
uisi
tion
dep
end
s
on
the
pow
er
con
sum
ptio
n o
f th
e R
F-tr
ans
ceiv
er
in
rec
eive
mo
de
and
the
NP
SS
det
ecto
r w
hen
in
ope
rati
on
and
the
dur
atio
n o
f a
suc
ces
sfu
l th
e N
PSS
det
ecti
on.
The
pow
er
con
sum
ptio
n o
f th
e R
F-tr
ans
ceiv
er i
s d
epe
nde
nt o
n m
ulti
ple
fac
tors
wh
ose
ana
lysi
s l
ies
out
of
this
pap
er’s
sco
pe.
We
refe
r to
pub
lish
ed
num
ber
s fo
r p
owe
r c
ons
um
ptio
n f
or
RF
-
tran
sce
iver
s w
hic
h o
per
ate
at
LTE
and
NB
-IoT
freq
uen
cy
ban
ds
resp
ecti
vel
y a
nd
sup
por
t a
ban
dw
idth
of
200
kH
z a
nd
1.4
MH
z.
In
[2]
the
pow
er c
ons
um
ptio
n o
f m
ulti
ple
RF
-tra
nsc
eive
rs
is c
om
par
ed,
and
ran
ged
from
64
to 1
43m
W
for
the
ana
log
com
pon
ent
s e
xcl
udi
ng
the
PLL
. In
[4]
a r
ece
iver
wit
h a
cur
ren
t c
ons
um
ptio
n o
f 5
5m
A
from
bat
tery
is
pre
sen
ted
,
wh
ich
tran
slat
es
into
a p
owe
r c
ons
um
ptio
n b
etw
een
66m
W
and
203
mW
ass
um
ing
a p
rim
ary
cell
bat
tery
as
in [
5]
wit
h
a v
olta
ge
ran
gin
g f
rom
1.2
V
and
3.7
V
. In
[5]
a p
owe
r
con
sum
ptio
n o
f 8
0m
W
in
rec
eive
mo
de
is a
ssu
me
d,
wh
ich
inc
lud
es t
he
dig
ital
bas
eba
nd
pro
ces
sing
for
cell
-sea
rch
. Th
us
we
con
side
r a
ran
ge f
rom
50m
W t
o 2
50m
W f
or t
he R
X-p
owe
r
of t
he
RF
-tra
nsc
eive
r as
sho
wn
in F
igu
re 6
.
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]
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Fig
. 6.
Ene
rgy
per
NP
SS
det
ecti
on
ove
r R
X-p
owe
r
Nat
ura
lly,
the
pow
er
con
sum
ptio
n o
f th
e a
uto
-co
rrel
atio
n
me
tho
d d
epe
nds
on
its
imp
lem
ent
atio
n. T
o m
ake
a fa
ir c
om
-
par
ison
, w
e a
ssu
me
tha
t th
e lo
w-c
om
ple
xity
aut
o-c
orre
lati
on
can
be
imp
lem
ent
ed
effi
cien
tly
in V
LSI
and
thu
s h
as
a v
ery
low
pow
er c
ons
um
ptio
n.
ope
rati
ons
for
a s
ucc
ess
ful
NP
SS
det
ect
ion
is
sig
nifi
can
tly
sm
alle
r th
an
10x
hig
her
.
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Fig
. 4.
Lat
enc
y p
erfo
rma
nce
of
cro
ss-c
orr
ela
tion
NP
SS
det
ect
or.
The
per
for
ma
nce
in
term
s o
f ti
min
g a
cqu
isit
ion
late
ncy
is
sho
wn
in F
igu
re 4
for
in-b
and
dep
loy
me
nt w
hic
h h
as t
he
mo
st
dem
and
ing
SN
R
req
uire
me
nt
of
-12
.6d
B.
The
poi
nt
wh
ere
90%
hit
rate
is a
chi
eve
d is
tak
en
for
com
par
iso
n w
ith
[9]
.
As
can
be
see
n f
rom
Fig
ure
4, t
he
OL
S d
ete
cto
r ac
hie
ves
a
late
ncy
of
480
ms
, w
her
eas
the
aut
oco
rrel
atio
n d
ete
cto
r o
f [9
]
tak
s 6
20
ms
.
The
inc
rea
sed
com
put
atio
nal
com
ple
xity
can
be
add
res
sed
by
a V
LS
I im
ple
me
nta
tion
wh
ich
lea
ds
to
a l
ow
er
ene
rgy
con
sum
ptio
n a
s sh
ow
n in
the
foll
ow
ing
.
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WA
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N
A
blo
ck
dia
gra
m
of
cro
ss-c
orr
lati
on
NP
SS
det
ect
or
is
sho
w
in
Fig
ure
5. F
or
the
FFT
and
the
IFF
T a
sin
gle
-pa
th-
ela
y f
edb
ack
arc
hite
ctu
re w
ith
rad
ix-2
ele
me
nts
w
s c
hos
en
due
to
the
ava
ilab
le t
ime
res
sou
rce
s [T
odo
, w
rite
abo
ut
FFT
arc
h].
Fig
. 5.
Blo
ck
dia
gra
m o
f N
PSS
har
dw
are
acc
ele
rato
r
Key
cha
rac
teri
stic
s a
re s
how
n in
Tab
le I
. 30
per
c n
t of
the
are
a is
occ
upi
ed
by
the
FFT
and
IFF
T u
nits
. O
ne
res
ult
rea
dy
eve
ry
10m
s, w
hic
h i
s re
por
ted
to
the
atta
che
d p
roc
ess
or
via
an
inte
rru
pt s
ign
al. TA
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T
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bit
A.
Ene
rgy
Co
nsu
mp
tion
Eva
lua
tion
The
ene
rgy
wh
ic
is r
equ
ired
for
tim
ing
acq
uis
itio
n d
epe
nds
on
th
pow
er
con
sum
ptio
n o
f th
e R
F-t
ran
sce
ive
r in
rec
eiv
e
mo
de
and
the
NP
SS
det
ect
or
wh
en
in
ope
rati
on
and
the
dur
atio
n o
f a
suc
c s
sfu
l t
he
NP
SS
det
ect
ion
. T
he
pow
er
con
sum
ptio
n o
f th
e R
F-t
ans
ceiv
er
is d
epe
nde
nt
on
mu
ltip
le
fac
tors
wh
ose
ana
lys
is
lies
out
of
this
pap
er’s
sco
pe.
We
refe
r to
pub
lish
ed
num
ber
s f
or
pow
er
con
sum
ptio
n f
or
RF
-
tran
sce
ive
rs
wh
ich
ope
rate
at
LTE
and
NB
-Io
T
freq
uen
cy
ban
ds
res
pec
tive
ly
and
sup
por
t a
ban
dw
idth
of
200
kH
z a
nd
1.4
MH
z.
In
[2]
the
pow
er
con
sum
ptio
n o
f m
ulti
ple
RF
-tra
nsc
eiv
ers
is c
om
par
ed,
and
ran
ged
fro
m
64
to
143
mW
for
the
ana
log
com
pon
ent
s e
xcl
udi
ng
the
PL
L.
In
[4]
a r
ece
ive
r w
ith
a
cur
ren
t c
ons
um
ptio
n o
f 5
5m
A
fro
m
bat
tery
is
pre
sen
ted
,
wh
ich
tran
slat
es
into
a p
ow
er
con
sum
ptio
n b
etw
een
66
mW
and
203
mW
ass
um
ing
a p
rim
ary
cel
l b
atte
ry
as
in
[5]
wit
h
a v
olta
ge
ran
gin
g f
rom
1.2
V
and
3.7
V
. In
[5]
a p
ow
er
con
sum
ptio
n o
f 8
0m
W
in
rec
eiv
e m
ode
is a
ssu
me
d,
wh
ich
inc
lud
es
the
dig
ital
bas
eba
nd
pro
ces
sin
g f
or
cel
l-se
arc
h. T
hus
we
con
sid
er a
ran
ge
fro
m 5
0m
W
to 2
50
mW
for
the
RX
-po
we
r
of
the
RF
-tra
nsc
eiv
er a
s sh
ow
n in
Fig
ure
6.
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 of R
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Fig
. 6.
Ene
rgy
per
NP
SS
det
ect
on
ove
r R
X-p
ow
er
Na
tura
lly,
the
pow
er
con
sum
ptio
n o
f th
e a
uto
-co
rrel
atio
n
me
tho
d d
epe
nds
on
its
imp
lem
ent
atio
n. T
o m
ake
a f
air
com
-
par
iso
n,
we
ass
um
e th
at t
he
lo
-co
mp
lex
ity
aut
o-c
orr
ela
tion
can
be
imp
lem
ent
d e
ffic
ien
tly
in
LS
I a
nd
thu
s h
as
a v
ery
low
pow
er c
ons
um
ptio
n.
PSS
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 x S
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 x S
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M
ton
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Fig
. 1.
NP
SS
and
SSS
reso
urc
e m
app
ing
ont
o a
n N
B-I
oT
fram
e.
The
NP
SS
is d
efin
ed
in f
req
uen
cy
dom
ain
as a
Zad
off-
Chu
seq
uen
ce
of l
eng
th 1
1 fo
r ea
ch
ubc
arri
er i
nde
x n
giv
e
by
S[n
] =
e
(
 j5
⇡(
n+
1)
11
) c[l
],
n =
0 .
. . 1
0
(1)
wh
ere
c[l
] is
an
elem
e t
of t
he
cod
e c
ove
r ve
cto
r
c =
[1,
1, 1
, 1,
 1, 
1, 1
, 1,
1, 1
, 1]
,
wit
h l
bei
ng
the
sym
bol
ind
ex
in a
sub
fram
e. T
his
seq
uen
ce
is m
app
ed
to 1
1 s
ubs
equ
ent
OF
DM
sym
bol
s e
ach
con
sist
ing
of 1
2 O
FD
M
sub
-ca
rrie
rs a
nd
hol
din
g o
ne
cop
y o
f th
e N
PSS
.
Aft
er z
ero
-pa
ddi
ng
eac
h o
f th
e 1
1 c
opi
es
to 1
28
sym
bol
s,
tim
e-d
om
ain
con
ver
sion
, an
d c
ycl
ic-p
refi
x in
sert
ion
of
eith
er
len
gth
9 o
r 1
0,
the
NP
SS
resu
lts
in
150
8 s
am
ple
s in
tim
e
dom
ain
.
Wit
h a
sub
-fra
me
len
gth
of
10m
s a
nd
a s
am
plin
g r
ate
of
1.9
2M
Hz
19,
200
sam
ple
s n
eed
to b
e c
apt
ure
d in
ord
er t
o g
et
an
ent
ire
cop
y o
f th
e N
PSS
. A
s th
e s
ub-
fram
e b
oun
dar
y i
s
unk
now
n, t
he
NP
SS
can
star
t at
any
of
the
19.
200
sam
ple
s.
On
e ta
sk
of
the
rec
eive
r is
to e
stim
ate
the
beg
inn
ing
of
the
NP
SS
to a
cqu
ire
sub
-fra
me
bou
nda
ry
tim
ing
. In
add
itio
n, a
n
NB
-IoT
dev
ice
has
a r
and
om
freq
uen
cy
offs
et
bec
aus
e t
he
cry
stal
osc
illa
tor
on
the
dev
ice
is
not
tun
ed
afte
r p
owe
r-
on.
Thi
s h
eav
ily
affe
cts
the
det
ecti
on
com
ple
xity
bec
aus
e th
e
dev
ice
nee
ds t
o an
aly
ze v
ario
us f
req
uen
cy o
ffse
t op
tion
s w
ithi
n
a sp
ecifi
ed
bou
nda
ry,
as w
ell.
III.
CO
RR
EL
AT
ION
BA
SE
D T
IM
ING
AC
QU
ISI
TIO
N
The
re a
re t
wo
ma
in a
lgo
rith
ms
to p
erfo
rm
tim
ing
acq
uisi
tion
nam
ely
aut
o-c
orre
lati
on
and
cro
ss-c
orre
lati
on.
Wh
ile
aut
o-
cor
rela
tion
is
the
onl
y o
ptio
n i
f t
he
tran
smi
tted
, p
erio
dic
seq
uen
ce
is u
nkn
own
, in
cas
of
the
NP
SS
det
ecti
on
bot
h
alg
orit
hm
s c
an
be
app
lied
as
the
tran
smi
tted
seq
uen
ce
is
kno
wn
to t
he
rec
eive
r. A
uto
-co
rrel
atio
n a
ppr
oac
hes
in g
ene
ral
are
mo
re h
ard
war
e e
ffic
ien
t th
an
cro
ss-c
orre
lati
on
app
roa
che
s
as s
how
n in
[9].
But
, sin
ce t
he
aut
o-c
orre
lati
on
alg
orit
hm
doe
s
not
exp
loit
the
fac
t th
at t
he
tran
smi
tted
seq
uen
ce
is k
now
n,
its
per
form
anc
e is
sub
-op
tim
al.
In
fac
t, c
ros
s-co
rrel
atio
n d
e-
tect
ors
are
ML
det
ecto
rs [
6].
Thi
s is
the
rea
son
, w
hy
ma
ny
app
lica
tion
s li
ke
rad
ar s
yste
ms
or G
PS
rec
eive
rs u
se a
cro
ss-
cor
rela
tion
for
sign
al d
etec
tion
[10
]. I
n th
is p
ape
r w
e fo
cus
on
low
-lat
enc
y ra
the
r th
an
com
ple
xity
. Th
us,
the
ML
det
ecto
r [6
]
(Pa
ge 2
44)
, w
hic
h p
roje
cts
the
rec
eive
d si
gna
l ve
cto
r on
to e
ach
of t
he
N f
pos
sibl
e ca
ndi
dat
es w
ith
diff
ere
nt f
req
uen
cy
offs
ets,
is a
via
ble
opt
ion
for
NP
SS
det
ecti
on.
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Fig
. 2.
ML
fun
ctio
n o
ver
nor
ma
lize
d fr
equ
e c
y o
ffse
t.
For
the
NP
SS
ML
det
ecto
r th
e co
rrel
atio
n m
etri
cs a
re g
iven
by C
(r
| ✓, fo
) =
✓+
13
7X
k=
✓
r[k
]s
⇤ [k]e
 j2
⇡f
o ,
(2)
wh
ere
the
rec
eive
d s
ign
al v
ecto
r
r =
[r[
0]
r[1
] .
. .
r[1
37
  1]
]T
has
a s
am
plin
g r
ate
of
240
kH
z a
nd
s[k
] fo
r k
=
0 .
. . 1
36
is t
he
cyc
lic
pre
fix
ext
end
ed
128
-po
int
IFF
T o
f th
e e
lem
ent
s
tim
e d
om
ain
NP
SS
seq
uen
ce
S
⇤ [k]
giv
en
in E
q. 1
.
The
ma
xim
um
-lik
elih
ood
fun
ctio
n C
(r
0 | ✓
=
0, f
o
) fo
r
a d
isto
rtio
n f
ree
rec
eive
d s
ign
al v
ecto
r r
0 ove
r th
e fr
equ
enc
y
offs
et f
o
is p
lott
ed
in F
igu
re 2
. T
his
fun
ctio
n is
eva
lua
ted
in
ML
fash
ion
acc
ord
ing
to
(fˆo
, tˆo
) =
arg
ma
x
fo
,to
{C(r
| fo,
to)
} .
Her
eby
diff
ere
nt
tim
e o
ffse
t to
hyp
oth
esis
, w
hic
h c
orre
-
spo
nd
to s
ub-
fram
e b
oun
dar
ies,
hav
e to
be
eva
lua
ted
by
cro
ss-
cor
rela
ting
the
rec
eive
d s
am
ple
s in
the
cor
rela
tion
win
dow
wit
h th
e k
now
n N
PSS
. In
add
itio
n c
orre
lati
ons
are
per
form
ed
for
eve
ry N
f
freq
uen
cy
offs
et h
ypo
the
sis
fo
wh
ich
defi
nes
the
ran
ge
of f
req
uen
cy
offs
ets
the
det
ecto
r sh
all
sup
por
t.
Hen
ce,
the
num
ber
of
cro
ss-c
orre
lati
ons
in
tim
e-d
om
ain
req
uire
s N
p
· N f
ope
rati
ons
. In
eve
ry
sub
-fra
me
we
rec
eive
Ns
= 2
,40
0 s
am
ple
s a
nd
the
len
gth
of
the
NP
SS
in
tim
e
dom
ain
is N
p
=
18
9 s
am
ple
s. I
n t
ota
l N
p
· Ns
· N f
cro
ss-
cor
rela
tion
s a
re r
equ
ired
. B
y c
hoo
sing
N f
=
32
for
exa
mp
le
resu
lts
in a
tota
l nu
mb
er o
f 7
6,8
00
189
cro
ss-c
orre
lati
ons
of
len
gth
189
tha
t ne
ed
to b
e p
erfo
rme
d ev
ery
mil
lise
con
d, w
hic
h
is i
mp
rac
tica
ble
for
NB
-IoT
dev
ices
.
How
eve
r th
e co
mp
uta
tion
al c
om
ple
xity
can
be
sign
ific
ant
ly
red
uce
d w
hen
usin
g a
n o
ver
lap
-an
d-s
ave
(OL
S)
me
tho
d [
8].
Thi
s m
eth
od
is w
ell
esta
blis
hed
esp
ecia
lly
for
disc
rete
con
-
vol
utio
n b
ut
it c
an
also
be
app
lied
to
cro
ss-c
orre
lati
on.
The
me
tho
d is
effi
cien
t in
term
s of
com
put
atio
nal
com
ple
xity
if o
ne
of t
he
seq
uen
ces
to b
e cr
oss
-co
rrel
ated
is v
ery
lon
g, w
hile
the
oth
er o
ne
is s
hor
t. T
his
is t
he
cas
e in
our
exa
mp
le f
or w
hic
h
the
rec
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operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point w ere
90% h t rate is achieved is taken for compa ison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency f 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational complexity can be add essed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
consumption s shown in he following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was chosen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS h rdware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 percent of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mode and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detection. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for power consumption for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a power consumption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consid r a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, e assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
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and 203mW assuming a prim ry cell battery as in [5] with
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every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
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refer to published numbers for power consumption for RF-
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bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a power consumption between 66mW
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Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
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Fig. 1. NPSS and SSS resource mapping onto an NB-IoT frame.
The NPSS is defined in frequency domain as a Zadoff-Chu
sequenc of length 11 for each subcarrier index n given by
S[n] = e(
 j5⇡(n+1)
11 )c[l], n = 0 . . . 10 (1)
where c[l] is an element of the code cover vector
c = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
with l being the symb l index in a subframe. This sequence
is mapped to 11 subsequent OFDM symbols each consisting
of 12 OFDM sub-carriers and holding one copy of the NPSS.
After zero-padding each of the 11 copies to 128 symbols,
time-domain conversion, and cyclic prefix insertion of either
length 9 or 10, the NPSS results in 1508 samples in time
domain.
With a sub-frame length of 10ms and a sampling rate of
1.92MHz 19,200 samples need to be captured in order to get
an entire copy of the NPSS. As the sub-frame boundary is
unknown, the NPSS can start at any of the 19.200 samples.
One task of the receiver is to estimate the beginning of the
NPSS to acquire sub-frame boundary timing. In addition, an
NB-IoT device has a random frequency offset because the
crystal scillator on the device is not tuned after power-
on. This heavily affects the detection complexity because the
device needs to analyze various frequency offset options within
a specified boundary, as well.
III. CORRELATION BASED TIMING ACQUISITION
There are two main algorithms to perform timing acquisition
namely auto-correlation and cross-correl tion. While auto-
correlation is the only option if the transmitted, periodic
sequence is unknown, in cas of the NPSS detection both
algorithms can be a plied as the transmitted sequence is
known to the receiver. Auto-correlation approaches in general
are more hardware efficient than cross-correl ti n approaches
as shown in [9]. But, since the auto-correlation algorithm does
not exploit the fact that the transmitted sequence is known,
its performance is sub-optimal. In fact, cross-co relation de-
tectors are ML detectors [6]. This is the reason, why many
applications like radar systems or GPS re eiver se a cross-
correlation for signal detection [10]. In this paper we focus on
low-latency rather than complexity. Thus, the ML detector [6]
(Page 244), which projects the received signal vector onto each
of th Nf possible candidates with different freque cy offsets,
is a viable option for NPSS detection.
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Fig. 2. ML function over normalized frequency offset.
F r the NPSS ML detector the corr lation metrics are given
by
C(r | ✓, fo) =
✓+137X
k=✓
r[k]s⇤[k]e j2⇡fo , (2)
where the received signal vector
r = [r[0] r[1] . . . r[137  1]]T
has a sampling rate of 240 kHz and s[k] for k = 0 . . . 136
is the cyclic prefix extended 128-point IFFT of the elements
time domain NPSS sequence S⇤[k] given in Eq. 1.
The maximum likelihood function C(r0 | ✓ = 0, fo) for
a distortion fre rec ived signal vector r0 over the frequency
offset fo is plotted in Figure 2. This function is evaluated in
ML fashion according to
(fˆo, tˆo) = argmax
fo,to
{C(r | fo, to)} .
Hereby different time offset to hypothesis, which corre-
spond to sub-frame boundaries, have to be evaluated by cross-
correlating the received samples in the correlation window
with the known NPSS. In addition correlations are performed
for every Nf frequency offset hypothesis fo which defines the
range of frequency offsets the detector shall support.
Hence, the number of ross-correlations in time-domain
requires Np · Nf o erations. In every sub-frame we receive
Ns = 2,400 samples and the length of the NPSS in time
domain is Np = 189 samples. In total Np · Ns · Nf cross-
correlations are required. By choosing Nf = 32 for example
results in a total number of 76,800 189 cross-correlations of
length 189 that need to be performed every millisecond, which
is impracticable for NB-IoT devices.
However the computational complexity can be significantly
reduced when using an overlap-and-save (OLS) method [8].
This met od is well established especially for discrete con-
volution but it can also be applied to cross-correlation. The
method is efficient in terms of computational complexity if one
of the sequences to be cross-correlated is very long, while the
othe one is short. This is the case in our example for which
the received sample sequence (2,400 samples) is much longer
than the NPSS sequence (189 samples).
Fig. 3. Computation scheme of the ML low-latency fraction l-frequ ncy and coarse-timing offset estimati n with the overlap-save method.
In every sub-frame we receive Ns = 2,400 sa ples and the
length of the NPSS in time domain is Np = 189 samples.
In total s · Nf cross-correlations of length Np are required.
Considering Nf = 31 different frequency candidates a total of
74,400 cross-correlations need to be performed every millisec-
ond, which is impractical for NB-Io devices.
Howev r, th computatio al complexity c n b ign ficantly
reduced when using an overlap-save (OLS) method [8]. This
method is well established especially for discrete convolutions
but it can al be applied to cross-correlatio s.
By applying OLS to the NPSS cross-correlation, the input
stream is divided into overlapping sequences of length N
s illustrated in the right part of Figure 3. The number of
verlapping samples depends n the NPSS length and is
chosen to be 188. Afterwards, the block-wise cross-correlation
with the differe t frequency ffset candidates is performed,
wh ch an be done in frequency domain. The main benefit
of thi method is that a cross-correlation in time domain is
replac d by a point-wis multipli ati n in frequency domain.
Additionally, the generation of the NPSS reference si nals in
frequen y domain gets si plified: Different frequency offs ts
relate to cyclic shift which can be easily implemented in
hardware.
IV. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE
As the proposed cross-correlation-based algorithm is an ML
detector, the complexity is expected to be significantly higher
compared to the low-complexity auto-correlation method. On
average for each received block of size N  NO a single N-
point FFT, Nf point-wise complex multipli ations of a vector
of length N , and Nf IFFT operations need to be performed.
Choos ng an FFT size of N = 1, 024 the number of real
additions and multiplications can be estimated to 135.0 and
135.4 MOPS, respectively l ading to an overall computational
complexity of 270.5 MOPS. Thus, the computational effort p r
sub-frame of the ML detector compared to the low-complexity
timing acquisition [9] is roughly 10x higher.
As we will see in the following, the ML etector does
ot eed as many sub-frames as the low-complexity detector.
Hence, its overall computational effort per timing acquisition
lies actually below 10x that of the low-complexity timing
acqu sition.
The performance in ter s of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band BW: in-band is mentioned
ere for the first time, remove it and just mention the SNR
deployment which has the most demanding SNR requirement
of -12.6 dB. The different curves relate to different threshold
settings used for hit-detection based on the actual peak-to-
average ratio of all cross correlations BW: is this really
true? the plot suggests that the different curves correspond
to different SNRs.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the auto-correlation detector of [9]
takes 620ms to achieve a 90% hit rate.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of the cross-correlation NPSS detector
is shown in Figure 5. The main computational elements are
the FFT and IFFT blocks with a required throughput of
2.87/10ms = 287.1/s and 890.0/s FFT and IFFT compu-
tations or 1.5 and 45.6 million radix-2 operations per second,
respectively. Even for the more demanding IFFT it is possible
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operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in t rms of timing acquisiti n late y is
shown in Figure 4 for in-ban deployment which has the most
demanding SNR r quirement of -12.6dB. The point wher
90% hit rate is achiev d is taken for c mpa ison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
late cy of 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational comp exity can be addressed
by a VLSI implem ntation which leads to a lower energy
onsu ption as shown in the f llowing.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS de ector is
shown in Figure 5. For the FFT and th IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was chosen
due to th available time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block di gram of NPSS hardware acc lerator
Key charact r stics are shown in Table I. 30 perce t o the
ar a is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One re ult ready
ev ry 10ms, whic is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-transc iver i receive
mode d the NPSS detecto wh n in op ration and the
duration of a succ ssful the NPSS detect on. The power
consu ption of the RF-transc iver is dep ndent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies ut of this paper’s sc pe. We
refer to publi h d numbers f r wer co sumpti n for RF-
transceivers whi h o e ate t LTE and NB-IoT f equency
bands espectively nd support a bandwidth of 200 kHz an
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multipl RF-transceivers
is compared, a ranged fr m 64 to 143 W for the analog
comp nents excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consu ption of 55mA from battery is prese ted,
which translates i to a power consumption betwee 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumpti of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes th digit l baseband processing for c ll-searc . Thus
we consid r a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figu e 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy er NPSS detection over RX-power
Natur lly, the pow r c sumption of the auto-corr la ion
method depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can b implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
operations for a successful NPSS det ction is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Late cy p rformance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition at ncy is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
de anding SNR r quirement of -12.6dB. The point wher
90 hit rate is achieved is taken for comparison ith [9].
s can be s en from Figure 4, the OLS detecto achieves a
cy of 480ms, w er as the aut corr lation de ect of [9]
s 620m .
e increased comput tional comp ex ty can be addr ssed
a LSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
s ption as shown in th following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) I P MENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in igure 5. Fo the FFT a d the IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was chosen
du to the available time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key c aracteristics are hown i Table I. 30 percent of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TA LE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The en rgy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-transc iver i receive
mode nd the NPSS detecto wh n in op ration and the
durati n of a uccessful the NPSS detection. The power
consumption of the RF-transc iver is dep ndent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this paper’s sc pe. We
refer to publi h d numbers for wer co sumption for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectiv ly and support a ba dwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power onsu ption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged fr m 64 to 143 W for the analog
com nents excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current o su pti n of 55mA from battery i prese ted,
which tr nslates i to a power consumption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a p im ry cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80 W in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of th RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of t e auto-c rrelation
m thod d pends on its implementation. To make a f ir com-
pa is n, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI thus has a ve y
l w power consumption.
operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-b deployment which has t e most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The oint where
90% hit rate is achiev d i taken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen fro Figure 4, th OLS d t ctor a eves a
latency of 480 s, wh rea the auto rrelation det ctor of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increas d computation l co lexity can be addressed
by a VLSI impleme tation which leads to a lower nergy
consumption as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagr m of cross-correlatio NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For th FFT d th IFFT a single-path-
d lay feedback arch t cture with rad x-2 le ents was hose
due to the available time ressources [Tod , rite about F T
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accel rator
Key haracteristics are shown in Table I. 30 percent of the
area is ccupi d by the FFT and IFFT u its. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consum tion Evaluation
The en rgy which is required for timing acquisition d pends
on the power consumption of the RF-transc ive i receive
mode and the NPSS detector when in op ration and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detecti n. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dep ndent on mul iple
factors whose analysis lies ut of this pap ’s sc e. We
refer to publish d numbers fo power con umpti n for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT freque cy
bands respectively and pport a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consu tion of multipl RF-transceiv rs
is compared, and rang d fr m 64 to 143 W for the analog
componen ex luding th PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current on u p of 55mA from battery is present d,
which translates i to a p wer consumpt n between 66mW
an 203mW assuming a prima y cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode i assumed, which
includes th digital bas band processing or cell-search. Thus
we con der a r nge fr m 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transc iver as shown in Figure 6.
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Naturally, the power consumption f the auto-c rrelation
method depends on its plem ntation. To make a fair com-
paris n, we assum that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be i plemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
l w power consumption.
operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Lat ncy performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The p rfo mance in t rms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-ban deployment which has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational complexity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
consumption as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 ele ents was chosen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 p cent of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-transceiver i receive
mode a d the NPSS detecto wh n in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detect on. The power
consumption of the RF-transc iver is dep ndent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this p per’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for wer co sumption for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143 W for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consu ption of 55mA from battery is prese ted,
which translates i to a power consumption betwee 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
oper tions for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS de ector.
The per ormance in term of timing acquisition latency is
sh wn in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
deman ing SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achieve i taken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased omputational complexity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
consumpti n s shown i the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram f cross-corr lation NPSS detector is
show in Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a si gle-path-
elay f edback architecture with radix-2 elements was chosen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of PSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 percent of the
ea is occupied by he FFT and IFFT units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
Th en rgy whic is required for timing acquisition depends
on power consumption of the RF-transc iver i receive
mode a d the NPSS detector when in op ration and the
duration of a succ ssful the NPSS detection. The power
consump i of the RF-transceiver is dep ndent on multiple
factors whose anal sis lies out of this paper’s sc pe. We
refer to published numbers for power consumption for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
ba d re pectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] e power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143 W for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
cu rent consu ption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a power consumption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250 W for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently i VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
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Fig. 1. NPSS and SSS resource mapping onto an NB-Io frame.
he NPSS is defined in frequency domain as a Zadoff-Chu
sequence of length 11 for each subcarrier index n given by
S[n] = e(
 j5⇡(n+1)
11 )c[l], n = 0 . . . 10 (1)
where c[l] is an element of the code cover v ctor
c = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
with l b ing the symbol index in a subframe. This sequence
is mapped to 11 subsequent OFDM symbol each consisting
of 12 OFDM sub-carriers and holding one copy of the NPSS.
After zero-padding each of the 11 copies to 128 symbols,
time-domain conversion, and cyclic-prefix insertion of either
length 9 or 10, th NPSS results in 1508 samples in time
domain.
With a sub-frame length of 10ms and a sampling ra e of
1.92MHz 19,200 samples eed to be captured in order to get
an entire copy of the NPSS. As the sub-frame boundary is
unknown, the NPSS can start at any of the 19.200 samples.
One task of the receiver is to estimate the beginning of the
NPSS to acquire sub-frame boundary timing. In addition, an
NB-IoT device has a random frequency offset because the
crystal oscillator on the device is not tuned after power-
on. This heavily affects the detection complexity becau e the
device need to analyze various frequency ffset options within
a specified boundary, as well.
III. CORRELATION BASED TIMING ACQUISITION
There are two main algo ithms to perform timing acq isitio
namely auto-correlation and cross-correlation. While auto-
correlation s the o ly option if the trans itted, periodic
sequence is unknown, in cas of the NPSS detection both
algorithms can be applied as the transmitted sequence is
known to th receiver. Auto-correlation approaches in general
are more hardware efficient than cross-correlation approaches
as shown in [9]. But, since the auto-correlation algorithm does
not exploit the fact that the transmitted sequence is known,
its performance is sub-optimal. In fact, cross-correlation d -
tectors are ML detectors [6]. This is the reas n, why many
applications like ra ar system or GPS receivers use a cross-
co relation for signal detection [10]. In this paper we focus on
low-latency rather than complexity. Thus, the ML detector [6]
(Page 244), which rojects the received signal vector onto a h
of the Nf possible candidates with different frequency offsets,
is a viable option for NPSS detection.
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Fig. 2. ML function over normalized frequency offset.
For the NPSS ML detector the correlation metrics are given
by
C(r | ✓, fo) =
✓+137X
k=✓
r[k]s⇤[k]e j2⇡fo , (2)
where the received signal vector
r = [r[0] [1] . . . r[137  1]]T
has a sampling rate of 240 kHz and s[k] for k = 0 . . . 136
is the cyclic prefix extended 128-point IFFT of the elements
time domain NPSS sequence S⇤[k] given in Eq. 1.
Th max mum likelihood function C(r0 | ✓ = 0, fo) for
a distortion free received signal vector r0 over the frequency
offset fo is plotted in Figure 2. This function is evaluat d in
ML fashion according to
(fˆo, tˆo) = argmax
fo,to
{C(r | fo, to)} .
Hereby different time offset to hypothesis, which corre-
spond to sub-frame boundaries, have to be evalua ed by cross-
correlating the eceived samples in the c rrelation window
with the known NPSS. In addition correlations are performed
for every Nf frequency offset hypothesis fo which defines the
range of requency offsets the detector shall support.
Hence, the number of c oss-correlatio s in ti e-domain
requires Np · Nf operations. In every sub-frame we receive
Ns = 2,400 sampl s and the length of the NPSS in time
domain is Np = 189 samples. In total Np · Ns · Nf cross-
correlations are required. By choosing Nf = 32 for example
results in total number of 76,800 189 cross-correlati ns of
length 189 that need to be performed every millisecond, which
is impracticable for NB-IoT devices.
Ho ever the computational complexity can be significantly
reduced when using an overlap-and-save (OLS) m thod [8].
This method is well est blished sp cially for discrete con-
volution but it can als be applied to cross-correlation. The
method is efficient in terms of computational complexity if one
of the sequences to be cross-correlated is very long, while the
other one is short. This is the case in our example for which
the received sample sequence (2,400 sampl s) is much longer
tha the NPSS sequence (189 samples).
Fig. 3. Computatio scheme of the ML low-latency fracti nal-frequency and coarse-timing offset estimation with the overlap-save method.
I every sub-frame we receive Ns = 2,400 samples and t
length of the NPSS in time domai is Np = 189 samples.
In t tal Ns · Nf cross-correlations of l ngth Np a e requir d.
Considering Nf = 31 different frequency candidates a total of
74,400 cross-correlations need to be performed every millisec-
ond, which is impractical for NB-IoT de ices.
Howev r, th computatio al complexity can be sig ficantly
reduced hen using an overlap-save (OLS) method [8]. This
method is well e tablished especially for discrete convoluti ns
but it can also be a plied to cross-correlations.
By applying OLS to the NPSS cross-correlation, the input
stream is divided into overlapping sequences of length N
as illustrated in the right part of Figure 3. The number of
verlapping samples dep nds n the NPSS length and is
chosen to be 188. Afterwards, the block-wise cross-correlation
with the different frequency offset candidates is performed,
w ich can be done in frequency domain. The main benefit
of this method is that a cross-correlation in time domain is
replaced by a point-wise multiplication in frequency domain.
Additionally, the generation of the NPSS reference signals in
frequency domain gets simplified: Different frequency offsets
relate to cyclic shifts which can be easily implemented in
hard are.
IV. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE
As the proposed cross-correlation-based algorithm i an ML
d tector, the complexity is expected to be significantly higher
compared to the low-complexity auto-correlation method. On
average for each received block of size N  NO a single N-
point FFT, Nf point-wise complex multiplications of a vector
of length N , an Nf IFFT operations need to be p rformed.
Choos g an FFT size of N = 1, 024 the number of real
additi ns and multiplications can be estimated to 135.0 and
135.4 MOPS, respectiv ly l ading to an overall computational
co plexity of 270.5 MOPS. Thus, the computational effort p r
sub-frame of the ML detector compared to the low-complexity
timing acquisition [9] is roughly 10x higher.
As we will see in the following, the ML detector does
not need as many sub-frames as the low-c mplexity detector.
Hence, its overall computational effort per timing acquisition
li s actually below 10x that of the low-complexity timing
acquisition.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band BW: in-band is mentioned
ere for the first time, remove it and just mention the SNR
deployment which has the mo t demanding SNR requirement
of -12.6 dB. The different curves rel te to different threshold
ettings used for hit-detection based on the actual peak-to-
average ratio of all cross correlations BW: is this really
true? the plot suggests that the different curves correspond
to different SNRs.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the auto-correlation detector of [9]
takes 620ms to achieve a 90% hit rate.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of the cross-correlation NPSS detector
is shown in Figure 5. The main computational elements are
the FFT and IFFT blocks with a required throughput of
2.87/10ms = 287.1/s and 890.0/s FFT and IFFT compu-
tations or 1.5 and 45.6 million radix-2 operations per second,
respectively. Even for the more demanding IFFT it is possible
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smaller tha 10x high r.
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Fig. 4. Latency perf rmance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achi ved is taken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS det ctor achiev s a
latency of 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The incre ed computati nal c mplexity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
consumpti n as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For h FFT and th IFFT ingle-pa -
lay feedba k architecture with radix-2 lements was chosen
due to the available time ressources [ odo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 perc nt of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One r sult ready
every 10ms, whi h s reported t the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 u 2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is req ired for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
ode and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detection. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is depen ent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out o this paper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for power consumption for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
b nds res ectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power co sumption of multipl RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
curre t consumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates nto a p wer consu ption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80 W in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseban processing for cell-search. Thus
we consid r a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-p wer
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method ep nds on its i plementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-cor elation
can be implemented efficie tly in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band epl yment which has the most
d manding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The p int where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, t e OLS detector achieves a
la ency of 480ms, wher as the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The ncreased comput tional complexity ca be ad ressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a low r energy
consumption as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
block diagram of cross-correl tion NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For th FFT and th IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was cho en
due to the available time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block d agram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 percent of the
ar a is occupied by the FFT a d IF T units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technolo y SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
h energy whi h is r quired for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-trans iver in receive
mode and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of a succes ful the NPSS detection. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose an lysis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to published number for power consumption for RF-
transceivers which op rate at LTE and NB-IoT fr quency
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
I [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
com nents excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current co sumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a power consumption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a prim ry cell batt ry as in [5] with
a voltage rangi g fr m 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80 W in receive mode is assumed, which
i cludes the digital bas band processing for ell-search. Thus
we consider a a ge from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figu e 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy p r NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method d pends on i s i plementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumpti n.
operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x hig er.
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Fig. 4. Latency per ormance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The perfor ance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deploym nt which h s the most
demanding SNR requirem nt of -12.6dB. The oi t where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for comparison with [9].
A can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector ac eves a
latency of 480 s, whereas th autoc rrelation detect r of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational compl xity can b addressed
by VLSI i plementation which leads to a lower nergy
consumption as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block dia r m of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For the FT and the IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback archite ture with r dix-2 elements was chosen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, rite about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram f NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 percen of the
area is occupied by the FFT nd IFFT units. O e result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
F T size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. nergy Consumption Evalua io
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
o th ower consumption of the RF-transceive in receive
mode and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of a uccessful th NPSS dete ti n. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on mul iple
factors whose analysis lies ut of this paper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for power con umpti n for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT freque cy
bands respectively nd support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceiv rs
is compared, and rang d from 64 to 143 W for the analog
component excluding th PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consump ion of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a p wer consumpti n between 66mW
and 203 W assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage rangi g fr m 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a po er
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Naturally, the power consump of th auto-correlation
method depends on its impl mentation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assu e that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implement d efficiently in VLSI an thus has a ry
low power consumption.
op rations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
maller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 80ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational complexity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
consumption as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. F r the FFT and the IFFT single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was ch sen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 percent of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an int rr pt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
ode and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of successful the NPSS d tection. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this paper’s scope. e
refer to published numbers for p wer consumpti n for RF-
transceiver which o erate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding th PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a power consumption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
in ludes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its implement tion. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
operati ns for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
sm ller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The perfor ance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
demandin SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is chieved is t ken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen from Fig re 4, th OLS detector ac iev s a
latency of 480ms, wher as the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational complexity can be address d
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a low r nergy
consumption as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagr m of cross-corr lation NPSS detector is
show in Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a single-path-
elay f edback architecture with radix-2 elem nts w s chosen
due t the available time ressources [Todo, writ about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block di g am of NPSS h rdware accelerator
Key haracteristics are sh n in Table I. 30 percent of the
area is occupi d by the FFT and IFFT un ts. One result ready
very 10 s, which is rep rted to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
T chnology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy whic is required for timing acquisition depends
on th pow r co sumption of th RF-transceiver in receive
mode a d the NPSS detector when in opera ion and th
duration of a succ ssful the NPSS detection. The power
consumpti of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors hose anal sis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for power consumption for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 20 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW f r the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
curr nt consumption of 55mA fro battery is presented,
which translates into a power n umption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a volta e ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
on umption of 80mW n rec ive mode is assumed, which
i cludes the digital baseba d processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a r nge from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the F-transceiver as sh wn in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Nat rally, th power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depen s on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity uto-correlation
can be impl mented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a v ry
low power consumption.
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Fig. 1. NPSS and SSS resource mapping onto an NB-IoT frame.
The NPSS is defined in frequency domain as a Zadoff-Chu
sequence of length 11 for each subcarrier index n given by
S[n] = e(
 j5⇡(n+1)
11 )c[l], n = 0 . . . 10 (1)
where c[l] is an element of the code cover vecto
c = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
with l b ing th symbol index in a subframe. This sequence
is mapped to 11 subsequent OFDM symbols each consisting
of 12 OFDM sub-carriers and olding one copy of the NPSS.
After zero-padding eac of the 11 copies to 128 symbols,
time-domain conversion, and yclic-prefix insertion of either
length 9 or 10, the NPSS results in 1508 samples in time
domain.
With a sub-frame length of 10ms and a sampling rate of
1.92MHz 19,200 samples need to be captured in order to get
a entire copy of the NPSS. As the sub-frame boundary is
unknown, the NPSS can start at any of the 19.200 samples.
One task of the receiver is to stimate the beginning of the
NPSS to acquire sub-frame boundary timing. In addition, an
NB-IoT device has a random frequency offset because the
crystal oscillator on the device is not tuned after power-
o . This heavily affects the detection complexity because the
device needs to analyze various frequency offset options within
a specified boundary, as well.
III. CORRELATION BASED TIMING ACQUISITION
There are two main algorithms to perform timing acquisition
namely auto-correlatio and cross-correlation. While auto-
correlation is the only option if the transmitted, periodic
sequence is unknown, in cas of the NPSS detection both
algorithms can be applied as the transm tted sequence is
known to the receiv r. Auto-correlation approaches in general
are more hardware effi ient than cross-correlation approaches
as shown in [9]. But, since the auto-correlation algorithm does
not exploit the fact that the transmitted sequence is known,
its performance is sub-optimal. In fac , cross-correlation de-
tectors are ML detectors [6]. This is the reason, why many
applications like radar systems or GPS receiver use a cr ss-
correlation for signal detection [10]. In this paper we focus on
low-latency rather than complexity. Thus, the ML detector [6]
(Page 244), which projects the received signal vector onto eac
of the Nf possible candidates with different frequency offsets,
is a viable option for NPSS detection.
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Fig. 2. ML function over normalized frequency offset.
For the N SS ML det ctor th correlation metrics are gi en
by
C(r | ✓, fo) =
✓+137X
k=✓
r[k]s⇤[k]e j2⇡fo , (2)
where the rec ived signal vector
r = [r[0] r[1] . . . r[137  1]]T
has a sampling rate of 240 kHz and s[k] for k = 0 . . . 136
is the cyclic prefix extended 128-point IFFT of the elements
time domain NPSS sequence S⇤[k] given in Eq. 1.
The maxi um likelihood function C(r0 | ✓ = 0, fo) for
a distortion free received signal vector r0 over the frequency
offset fo is plotted in Figure 2. This function is evaluated in
ML fashion according to
(fˆo, tˆo) = argmax
fo,to
{C(r | o, to)} .
Hereby different time offset to hypothesis, which corre-
spond to sub-frame b undaries, have to be evaluat d by cross-
correlating the received samples in the correlation window
with the kn wn NPSS. In addition correlations are performed
for every Nf frequency offset hypothesis fo whic defines the
range of frequency offsets the detector shall support.
Hence, th number of cross-co relations in time-domain
requires Np · Nf operations. In every sub-frame we receive
Ns = 2,400 samples and the length of the NPSS in time
domain is Np = 189 samples. In total Np · Ns · Nf cross-
correlations are required. By choosing Nf = 32 for example
results in a total number of 76,800 189 cross-correlations of
length 189 that need to be performed every millisecond, which
is impr cticable for NB-IoT devices.
However t e computational complexity can be significantly
reduced when using an overlap-and-save (OLS) method [8].
This method is well established especially for discrete con-
volution but it can also be applied to cross-correlation. The
method is efficient in terms of computational complexity if one
of the sequences to be cross-correlated is very long, while the
other one is short. This is t e case in our example for which
the received sample sequence (2,400 samples) is much longer
tha the NPSS sequence (189 samples).
Fig. 3. Computation scheme of the ML low-latency fractional-frequency and coarse-timing offset estimation with the verlap-save ethod.
In every sub-frame we receive Ns = 2,400 samples and the
length of the NPSS i ime domain is Np = 189 samples.
In t tal Ns · Nf cross-correlations of length Np are requir d.
Considering Nf = 31 differe t fr quency candidat s a total of
74,400 cross-correlations nee to be performed every millisec-
ond, which is impractical for NB-IoT devices.
Howev r, th computatio al complexity can be sign ficantly
reduced when using an verlap-save (OLS) me h d [8]. T is
method is well established especi lly for discrete convolutions
but it can also be applied to cross-correlations.
By applying OLS to the NPSS cross-correlation, the input
stream is divided into overlapping sequences of length N
as illustrated in the right part of Figure 3. The number f
verlapping sampl s depends on the NPSS length and is
chosen to be 188. Afterwards, the block-wise cross-correlation
ith the different frequency offset candidates is pe formed,
which can be done in frequency domain. T e main b nefit
of this met d is that a cross-correlation in time domain is
replaced by a point-wise multiplication in frequency domain.
Additionally, the g neration of the NPSS r fer nce signals in
frequency domain gets simplified: Different frequency offsets
relate to cyclic shifts which can be easily implemented in
hardware.
IV. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE
As the proposed cross-correlation-based algorithm is an ML
detector, the complexity is expected to be significantly higher
compar d to the low-complexity a to-corr lation method. On
average for e ch received block of size N  NO a single N-
point FFT, Nf point-wise complex multiplications of a vector
of length N , and Nf IFFT operations need to be performed.
Choos ng an FFT size of N = 1, 024 the number of real
additions and multiplications can be estimated to 135.0 and
135.4 MOPS, respectively l ading to an overall computational
c mplexity of 270.5 MOPS. Thus, the computational effort p r
sub-frame of the ML detector compared to the low-complexity
timing acquisition [9] is roughly 10x higher.
As we will see in the following, the ML detector does
not need as ma y sub-frame as the low-complexity detector
Hence, its verall computational effort per timing acquisition
lies actually below 10x that of the low-complexity timing
acquisition.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 f r in-band BW: in-band is menti ned
ere for the first time, remove it and just mention the SNR
deployment which has the most demanding SNR requirement
of -12.6 dB. T e different curves relate to different threshold
settings used for hit-detection based on the actual peak-to-
average ratio of all cross correlations BW: is this really
true? the plot suggests that the different curves correspond
to different SNR .
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the auto-correlation detector of [9]
takes 620ms to achieve a 90% hit rate.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of the cross-correlation NPSS detector
is shown in Figure 5. The main computational elements are
the FFT and IFFT bl cks with a required throughput of
2.87/10ms = 287.1/s and 890.0/s FFT and IFFT compu-
tations or 1.5 and 45.6 million radix-2 operations per second,
respectively. Even for the more demanding IFFT it is possible  
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operations for a successful NP S etecti n is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. La ncy performance of ross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition lat cy is
s own i Figure 4 for n-band deployment which has the most
demandin SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen fro Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, where s th aut correlation detector f [9]
takes 620ms.
he increased computational ompl xity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
con umption as show i the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMEN ATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detecto is
shown in i ure 5. F r the FFT and the IFFT a singl -path-
delay feedback arc itecture with radix-2 elements was chosen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, write ab ut FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Bl ck diagr of NPSS hardware ac elerator
Key cha act ristics are shown n Table I. 30 perc nt of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One resul ready
every 10ms, which is r ported to the attached processor via
an interrup signa .
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770 3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT siz 1024
LUT x kbi
A. Energy C n mption Evaluation
The energy whic is required for timing acquisition depends
on the p wer consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mode and the NPSS etector when in operation and
duration of su cessful t e NPSS detection. he power
con umption of the RF-transceiver is ep ndent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for power consumption for R -
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power co sumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver wi h a
urre t consumptio o 55mA from b ttery is present d,
translates into a power consumptio between 66
and 203mW as uming a primary cell batt ry as in [5] with
voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseba process ng for cell-sea ch. Thus
we onsid r range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Naturally, the power consu ption of the auto-correlation
etho depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
o erations for a successful NPSS dete tion is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS det cto .
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for n-b nd dep oyment which has the most
demanding SNR requ rement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is a hieved is taken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
la ency of 480ms, wher as the autocorrelation detector of [9]
tak s 620ms.
T increased comput tional c mplexity can be addre s
by a VLSI i plementation which leads to a lower energy
consumption as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-corr l ti n NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was chos n
due to the available time essources [Tod , write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware acc lerator
Key ch rac ristics are shown in Tabl I. 30 percent of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT u it . One sult ready
ev ry 10ms, which is reported to the attached process r via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 u 2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1 24
LUT x kbit
A. E rgy Consumption Evaluation
The energy whic is required for timing acquisition depends
o the power c n u ption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mode and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS det ction. Th power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this paper’ scope. We
refer to published numb rs for power consumption for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is c mpared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
com nents excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current co sumption of 55mA fro batte y is presented,
which translates into a power consu ption between 66mW
nd 203mW as uming a primary cel attery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80 W in rec ive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital bas band processing f r cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 25 mW for the RX-pow r
of the RF-transce ver as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. E ergy per NPSS d ection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its implement ion. To make a fair com-
arison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be i plemented efficiently in VLSI nd thu has a very
low pow r consumption.
operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detecto .
The perform nce in terms of timing acquisition latency is
sho n in Figure 4 for in-band deployment w ich has the most
demanding SNR equir me t of -12.6dB. The t where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken fo comparison with [9].
As can be se n from Figure 4, the OLS detector ac eves a
latency of 480 s, whereas th autoc rrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The ncreas d computati nal complexity can be addressed
by a VLSI i plementat on whi h leads to a lower nergy
consumption as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A bl ck d agram of cross-correlation NPSS det ctor is
shown in Figure 5. For th FFT a d t e IFFT a ingle- ath-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was chosen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, rite about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key chara teristi s are show in Ta le I. 30 percent of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is r ported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Valu
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumpti Evaluation
he energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumptio of the R -transceive in rece ve
m de and the NPSS det ct when in operat on and the
uration of successful the NPSS detecti . The power
cons mption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on mul ipl
factors whose analysis lies ut of this paper’s scop . We
refer to published numbers for power con umpti n for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT freque cy
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-tr nsceiv rs
is co pared, and ra g d from 64 to 143 W for the analog
component excluding th PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consump ion of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates int a p wer c sumpti n betwe 66mW
a d 203mW assuming a pri ary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage r nging from 1.2V and 3.7V . I a power
consumption of 80 W in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of th RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Naturally, t e ower consu tion of e auto-corr l tion
me hod depe ds on its implementati n. T make a fair com-
parison, we assum that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficie tly in VLSI and thus has a very
low power c sumption.
operations for a succ ssful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detecto .
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 f r in-band deployment which has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for comparison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational complexity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
consumption as shown in the foll wing.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A bl ck diagram cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown i Figure 5. For the F T and the IFFT a single-path-
elay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was chosen
due to the available time ress urc s [Tod , write ab ut FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 percent of the
area is occupi d by the FFT and IFFT units. One ult ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processo via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mode and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of successful the NPSS det ction. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver i depen ent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for power consumption for RF-
transceive s which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
b nds respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a power consumption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital bas band processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
operati ns for a su cessful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x hig er.
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Fig. 4. Lat ncy performa e of cr ss-correlation NPSS detector.
The pe formance in t rms of timing acquisiti n latency is
shown in Figure 4 for i -band d ployme t which has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point w r
90% h t rat i achiev d is taken for comparison w th [9].
As can be see fr m Figur 4, the OLS det ctor achieves a
l tency of 480ms, where s the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational co plexity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
co ump ion as shown i the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagra f cross-corr lation NPSS d t ctor is
show in Figure 5. For the FFT and he IFFT a ingl -path-
elay f edback architecture with radix-2 elements was chosen
due to the available ti e ressourc [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagra of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 percent of th
area is occupied by the FFT nd IFFT units. O e result ready
every 10ms, hich is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Paramet r Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 77 e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The nergy whic is requir d for timi g acquisition depends
on th power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mode a d the NPSS detector w en in operation and the
duration of a su c ssful the NPSS detection. The power
consumpti of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose anal sis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
r fer to published numbers for power consumption for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a ba dwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
I [2] the power nsumpti n f multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
cu rent consumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a pow r consump ion between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a vol age ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50 W to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as hown in F gure 6.
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Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its implem ntation. To m ke a fair com-
parison, e assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented effici ntly in VLSI and thus has a very
lo power consumption.
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Fig. 1. NPSS and SSS resour e mapping to an NB-IoT frame.
The NPSS is defined in frequency domain as a Zadoff-Chu
sequence of length 11 for ach s bcarrier index n given by
S[n] = e(
 j5⇡(n+1)
11 )c[l], n = 0 . . . 10 (1)
where c[l] is an element of the code cover vector
c = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
with l b ing the symbol in ex in a subframe. This equence
is mapped to 11 subsequent OFDM symbols each consisting
of 12 OFDM sub-carriers and holding one copy of the NPSS.
After zero-padding each of the 11 copies to 128 symbols,
time-domain conversi n, and cyclic-prefix insertion of either
length 9 or 10, the NPSS results in 1508 samples in time
domain.
With a sub-frame l ngth of 10ms and a sampling rate of
1.92MHz 19,200 samples need to be captured in order to get
an entire copy of the NPSS. As the sub-frame boundary is
unknown, the NPSS can start t any of the 19.200 samples.
One task of the receiver is t estimate the beginning of the
NPSS to acquire sub-frame boundary timing. In addition, an
NB-IoT device has a random frequency offset because the
crystal oscillator on the device is not tuned after power-
on. This heavily affects the detection complexity because the
device needs to analyze various f equency offset options ithin
a specified boundary, as well.
III. CORRELATION BASED TIMING ACQUISITION
There are two main algorithms to perform timing acquisition
namely auto-correlation and cross-correlati . While auto-
correlation is the only option if the transmitted, perio ic
sequ nce is unknown, i cas of the NPSS detection both
algorithms ca be applied a he transmitted sequence is
k own to the receiver. Auto-correlation ap roaches in general
are more hardware efficient than cross-correlation approach s
as shown in [9]. But, since the auto-correlation alg rithm does
not exploit the fact that the transmitted sequence is known,
its performance is sub-optimal. In fact, cross-correlation de-
tectors are ML detectors [6]. This is the reason, why many
applications like radar systems or GPS receivers use a cross-
correlation for signal detection [10]. In th s paper we focus on
low-latency rather than complexity. Thus, the ML dete tor [6]
(Page 244), which projects the received signal vector onto each
of the Nf possible candidates with different frequency offse s,
is a viable option for NPSS detection.
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Fig. 2. ML function ov r normalized fr qu ncy offset.
For th PSS ML detector the correlation m trics are given
b
C(r | ✓, fo) =
✓+137X
k=✓
r[k]s⇤[k]e j2⇡fo , (2)
where the receive signal vector
r = [r[0] r[1] . . . r[137  1]]T
has a sampling rate of 240 kHz and s[k] for k = 0 . . . 136
is the cyclic prefix extended 128-point IFFT of the lements
time domain NPSS seq ence S⇤[k] given in Eq. 1.
The aximum likelihood function C(r0 | ✓ = 0, fo) for
a distortion free receiv d signal vector r0 ove the frequency
ffset fo i plotted in Figure 2. This function s ev luated in
ML fashion according to
(fˆo, tˆo) = argmax
fo,to
{C( | fo, to)} .
Hereby differ nt ti e offset to hypothesis, whic corr -
spond to sub-frame boundari s, have to be evaluat d by cross-
correlating the received samples in the c rrelation windo
w th the known NPSS. In a dition c rrelations are perf rmed
for every Nf frequency offset hypothesis fo which defines the
range f frequency ffsets the detector shall support.
Hence, the number of cross-correlati ns in time-domain
requires Np · Nf op rations. In every sub-frame we receive
Ns = 2,400 samples and t e length of the NPSS in time
d ma n is Np = 189 sa ples. In tot l Np · Ns · Nf cross-
corr lations are required. By choosing Nf = 32 for exampl
re ults in a total number of 76,800 189 cross-correlations of
length 189 that ne d to be performe every millis cond, which
is impracticabl for NB-IoT devices.
Howev r the computational complexity can be significantly
reduced when si g an overlap-and-save (OLS) m th d [8].
This method is well stablished especially for discrete con-
olution but it can also be applied to cross-correlation. The
method is efficient in terms of computational complexity if one
of the sequences to be cross-correlated is ver long, while the
other one is short. This is the case in our example for which
the received sample sequenc (2,400 samples) is much longer
than the NPSS sequence (189 samples).
Fig. 3. Computation schem of the ML low-lat ncy fr cti nal-frequency and coarse-timing offset estimati n with the overlap-save method.
In every sub-frame we r ceive Ns = 2,400 samples and the
length of the NPSS in time dom in is p = 189 amples.
In t tal Ns · Nf cr ss-correlations of length Np are required.
Considering Nf = 31 different frequency candidates a total of
74,400 cross-correlations need t be performed very millisec-
ond, which is impract cal for NB-IoT devices.
Howev r, th computatio al complexity can be sign fica tly
reduced when using an ov rlap-save (OLS) method [8]. This
method is well est blish d esp cially for discrete convolutions
but it can also be applied to cross-correlations.
By applying OLS to the NPSS cross-correlation, the input
stream is divided into overlapping seque ces of length N
as illustrated in the right part of Figure 3. The number of
verlapping samples depends on the NPSS length and is
chosen to be 188. Afterwards, the block-wis cross-c rrelation
with the differe t frequency offset candidates is performed,
which can be do e in frequency domain. The main benefit
of this method is that a cross-correlation in time domain is
replaced by a point-wise multipl cation in frequency doma n.
Additionally, the generation of the NPSS reference signals in
frequency domain gets simplified: Different frequency offsets
relate to cyclic shifts which can be easily implemented in
hardware.
IV. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE
As the proposed cross-correlation-based algorithm is an ML
detector, the complexity is expected to be significantly higher
compared to the low-complexity auto-correlation method. On
average for each received block of size N  NO a single N-
point FFT, Nf point-wise complex multiplications of a vector
of length N , and Nf IFFT operations need to be performed.
Choos ng an FFT size of N = 1, 024 the number of real
additions and multiplications can be estimated to 135.0 and
135.4 MOPS, respectively l ading to n verall computational
complexity of 270.5 MOPS. Thus, the computational effort p r
sub-frame of the ML detector compared to the low-co plexity
timing acquisition [9] is roughly 10x higher.
As we will s e in the followi g, the ML detector does
not need as many sub-frames as the low-complexity detector.
Hence, its overall computation l effort per timing acquisition
lies actually below 10x that of the low-complexity timing
acquisition.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band BW: in-band is mentioned
ere for the first time, remove it and just mention the SNR
deployment which has the most dema ding SNR requirem nt
of -12.6 dB. The different curves relate to different threshold
settings used f r hit-detection based on the actual peak-to-
average ratio of all cross correlations BW: is this really
true? the plot suggests that the different curves correspond
to different SNRs.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 48 ms, whereas the auto-correlation detector of [9]
takes 620ms to achieve a 90% hit rate.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A blo k diagram of the cross-correlation NPSS detector
is shown in Figure 5. The main computational elements are
the FFT and IFFT blocks with a required throughput of
2.87/10ms = 287.1/s and 890.0/s FFT and IFFT compu-
tations or 1.5 and 45.6 million radix-2 operations per second,
respectively. Even for the more demanding IFFT it is possible
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operations for successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Laten y perfor ance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The perfor a ce in terms of t mi g acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-b nd deployment which has the most
d ma ding SNR equir ment of -12.6dB. Th point where
90% hit rat is chieved is taken for comparis n w th [9].
As ca be seen fr Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational complexity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to l wer energy
consu ption as sh wn in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cr ss-co relati n NPSS detec or is
shown n Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 el men s was chosen
du to th available tim ressources [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block d a ram of NPSS hardware accelerator
K y ch ra ristics are show i Table I. 30 percent of the
r a is ccupie by the FFT an IFFT units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Valu
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluati n
The en rgy which is required for timing acquisition de ends
on the power consumption of th RF-transceiver in receive
m de nd th NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detecti n. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to publi hed numbers for power nsump for RF
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, nd ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
c mp ent excluding t e PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
curre t onsumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which tra slates i to a p er consumption between 66mW
a d 2 3mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a vol age ra gin from 1.2V a d 3.7V . In [5] a power
co sumption of 80mW in receive mod is assumed, wh ch
inc d s the digi al baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
e con ider a range from 50mW to 250 W for the RX- wer
f the RF-transc i er as shown in Fig re 6.
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Fig. 6. E ergy p r NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of th auto-correlation
method depends on its implementation. To m k a fair com-
pariso , w ssume h the ow-compl xity uto-correlation
a be mplemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consum tion.
operations for a suc essful NPSS detection is signifi antly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. L tency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performa ce in t rms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deploym nt which has the mo t
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for comparis n with [9].
A can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achiev s a
la ency of 480ms, wher as the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased comput tional complexity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
consumpt on a shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A bl ck diagram of cross-correlation NPSS etecto is
shown in Figure 5. For th and the IFFT a si le-path-
elay fee back arc ite ture with radix-2 lements was ch en
due to the avai able time es ou ces [T do, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardwar accel rator
Key c ara t ri tics are sh w in Table I. 30 ercent of the
are is occupied by he FFT an IFFT units. One re lt ready
every 1 ms, which is reported to the attached proc sor via
an inte rupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770 3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT siz 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluati
The energy which is required for timing acquisitio depend
on the power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mode and the NPSS d t ct r when in operation and he
duratio f successful th NPSS detection. Th power
consumpt on of the RF-transceiver is dep ndent on multiple
factors whose a alysi lies out of this paper’s scope. We
r fer to publish d n mbers for power consumption for RF-
transceive s which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
ba ds r spectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transce vers
is compared, and ranged f m 64 to 143mW f r the analog
com nents excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
ur nt co sumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a power consumption betw en 66mW
and 203mW assuming a pri ry cell battery as in [5] with
a v ltag ranging fro 1.2V and 3.7 . In [5] a power
consumption of 80 W in receive mode is assu ed, which
includes the digital baseband pr cessing f r cell-search. Thus
we c nsider a range from 50mW t 250m for the RX-power
of the RF-tran ceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS etection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
ethod depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assu e that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
operatio fo a successful NPSS det c ion is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Lat ncy performanc of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The pe formanc in t r s of iming acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 f in-band deployment which ha the most
demandi g NR requirem nt of -12.6dB. The oint where
90% hit rate is achi ved is taken for comparison with [9].
As ca be seen fro Figure 4, the OLS detector ac eves a
l tency of 480 s, whereas th autoc rr lation det ctor of [9]
takes 620ms.
The i c eased c mp tational complexity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation w ich l ads to a low r nergy
consumptio as sho n in t e fo lowing.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For the and the IFFT a si gle-path-
delay feedback archit tu w th radix-2 elem n s was chosen
du to th available time ressources [Todo, rite about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerat r
K y charact risti s are sh w in Tabl I. 30 perc nt f the
area is oc upied by the FFT a IFFT units On r ult re dy
v ry 10m , which is reported to the attached pro essor via
n interrupt sig al.
TABLE I
ACCELERA OR K Y CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Valu
ech olo y SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Ev lu tion
The ergy which is required for timi g a quisition depends
on the pow r onsumption of the RF-trans eive in receive
mod and th NPSS detector wh n in p ration and the
duration of a successful the NPSS tecti n. The power
c nsumption of th RF-transce ver is de endent on ul iple
factors whose analysis lies t of this pap r’s scope. We
refer to pub is d numbers f power con umpti n for RF-
transceivers hi h operate at LTE and B-IoT freque cy
bands espectiv ly and support a band idth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the pow r consumption of multiple RF-transceiv rs
is compared, and rang d from 64 to 143 W for the analog
component excluding th PLL. In [4] a eceive with a
c rent consump ion of 55 A from battery is pr sented,
which translates into a p wer c nsumpti n between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consu ption of 80mW in rec ive mode s assu ed, which
i lud s the digit l baseba d processi g f r cell-s arch. Thus
we consider a range fr 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-tr sceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the p w r consumption of the auto-correlation
met d depends on its implem n ation. To make a fair co -
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consump ion.
operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS det ctor.
The performanc in ter s of timing acq isitio latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
de anding NR requirem nt of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achi ved is tak n for comparison with [9].
As can be see from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
l tency of 480m , whereas t e autocorrelati n detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The i creased computational complexity can be addressed
by a VLSI im lementatio hic leads to a lower energy
consumption as shown in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For the and the IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was chosen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 percent of the
area is occu ied by the FFT and IFFT units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
a int rrup signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
echnology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The ergy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on th power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mod and th NPSS detector hen in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detection. The power
c nsumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to publis ed numbers for power consumption for RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectiv ly and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the ow r consumption of multiple RF-transce vers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current onsumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which translates into a power consumption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a volt ge ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in rec ive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-pow r
of the RF-transceiver as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
operations for a successful NPSS det ction is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fi . 4. Latency performance of cross-c rel tion PSS detect r.
The performance in terms of ti ing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 f r in-band deploy ent which has the most
demanding SNR quire ent of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achieve is taken for co parison with [9].
As ca be s en from Figure 4, the OLS dete t r ac i v s a
late cy of 480 s, where s the autocorr l tion d t ctor of [9]
takes 620m .
Th increa ed computati nal complexity can be ddressed
by a VLSI imple ntat o whi h le ds to a lower ene gy
consu ption as hown in the foll win .
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS det ctor is
show in Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a single- ath-
lay f edback architectur with radix-2 leme ts was chosen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, wri e about FFT
rch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram f NPSS hardware accelerator
K y characteristics are sh n in Tabl I. 30 percent of the
ar a is cc pied b the FFT an IFFT units. One resul ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Param ter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy whic is requir d for timing acquis tion depends
o th power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mode a d the NPSS detector when in operati n and the
duration of a suc sful th NPSS detection. The powe
consumpti f the RF-transceiver is dependent on multipl
factors whose anal sis li s out of this paper’s sc pe. We
refer t published numbers for po er consumption f r RF-
transceivers which operat at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a b ndwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power onsumption of m ltiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
comp ents excluding th PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consumption of 5 mA from battery is presented,
which tra slates into a power consumption between 66mW
and 203 W assuming a pri ary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltag ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of he RF-transceiv r as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. En rg per NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on it implem ntation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumpti n.
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Fig. 1. NPSS and SSS resource mapping onto an NB-IoT frame.
The NPSS is defined in frequ ncy dom in as a Zadoff-C u
sequence of length 11 for each subcarrier index n given by
S[n] = e(
 j5⇡(n+1)
11 )c[l], n = 0 . . . 10 (1)
where c[l] is an element of the cod cover vector
c = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
with l being the symbol index in a subfram . This seque ce
is mapped to 11 subsequent OFDM symbols each consisting
of 12 OFDM sub-carriers and holding one copy of the NPSS.
After zero-padding each of the 11 copi to 128 symb ls,
time-domain conversion, and cyclic-prefix insertion of either
length 9 or 10, the NPSS results in 1508 samples i time
domain.
With a sub-fram length of 10ms and a sampling r te of
1.92MHz 19,200 samples need to be captured in order to get
an entire copy of th NPSS. As the ub-frame boundary is
u known, the NPSS ca start at any of the 19.200 s mples.
One task of the receiver is to estimate the begin ing of the
NPSS to acquire sub-frame boundary timing. In addition, an
NB-IoT device has a random frequency ffset because the
crystal oscillator on the device is not tuned after ower-
on. This heav ly affects the det ction complexity because t e
device e ds t analyze various f quency offset options within
a specified boundary, as w ll.
III. CORRELATION BASED TIMING ACQUISITION
There are two ain algorith s to perform timing acquisition
namely auto-correlation and cross-correlation. While auto-
correlation is the nly option if the transmitted, p riodic
seque ce is u known, in cas of the NPSS detec i n both
algorithms can be applied as the transmitted sequence is
known to the receiver. Auto-correlation approaches in g neral
are more h rdware efficient than cross-correlation approaches
as shown in [9]. But, since the auto-correlati n alg rithm does
not exploit the fact that the transmitted sequence is known,
its performance is sub-optimal. In fact, cross-correlation de-
tectors are ML detectors [6]. This is the reason, why many
applications like radar systems or GPS receivers use a cros -
orrelation for signal det c ion [10]. In this paper we f cus o
low-latency rather than complexity. Thus, the ML detector [6]
(Page 244), which projects the received signal vector onto each
of the Nf possibl candidates with different frequency offs ts,
is a viable option for NPSS detection.
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Fig. 2. ML fu ction over normalized frequency offset.
For the NPSS ML detector the correlation m trics are give
by
C(r | ✓, fo) =
✓+137X
k=✓
r[k]s⇤[k]e j2⇡fo , (2)
wh re the received signal vector
r = [r[0] r[1] . . . r[137  1]]T
has a sampling rate of 240 kHz and s[k] for k = 0 . . . 136
is the cyclic prefix extended 128-point IFFT of the elements
time domain NPS sequenc S⇤[k] given in Eq. 1.
Th maximum likelihood functio C(r0 | ✓ = 0, fo) for
a distortion free received signal vector r0 over the frequency
offset fo is plotted in Figure 2. This function is evaluated in
ML fashion according to
(fˆo, tˆo) = argmax
fo,to
{C(r | fo, to)} .
Hereby diff rent tim offset to hypothesis, which corre-
spond t ub-fra e boundaries, have to be evaluat d by r ss-
correlating t e received sample i the correlati n window
with the known NPSS. In addition correlations are perfor d
f r every Nf fr quency offset hy othesis fo which defines the
range of frequ ncy offsets the detector shall support.
Hence, th number of cross-correlations in time-do ain
requires Np · Nf operations. In very sub-frame we receive
Ns = 2,400 samp es and the ng h of the NPSS in time
omain is Np = 189 samples. In total Np · Ns · Nf cross-
correlations are required. By choosing Nf = 32 for example
results in a total number of 76,800 189 cross-correlatio s of
length 189 that need to be p rformed every millisecond, hich
is impracticable for NB-IoT devices.
However the computational complexity can be significantly
reduced when using an overlap-and-save (OLS) method [8].
This method is well established especially for discrete con-
volution but it can also be applied to cross- orrelation. The
method is efficient in term of computational com lexity if o e
of the sequences to be cross-correlated is very long, while the
other one is short. This is the case in our example for which
the received sample sequence (2,400 samples) is much longer
than the NPSS sequ nce (189 samples).
Fig. 3. C mputation sch me of the ML low-latency fracti nal-frequency and coarse- iming offset e timation with the overlap-save method.
I every sub frame we receive Ns = 2,400 samples and the
length of the NPSS in time domain is Np = 189 sa les.
In t tal Ns · Nf cross-correlations of length Np ar required.
Considering Nf = 31 different frequency ca didates a total of
74,400 cross-correlations need to b performed every millis c-
ond, which is impractical for NB-IoT devices.
Howev r, th computatio l complexity can be sign ficantly
reduced when using an overlap-save ( LS) method [8]. This
method is well established especially for discre convolutions
but it can also be applied to cross-correlations.
By applying OLS to the NPSS cros -corr lation, the input
str am is divided nto overlapping sequences of length N
as illustrat d in the right part of Figure 3. The numbe of
verlapping samples depends on the NPSS l ngth a d is
chosen to be 188. Afterwards, the bl ck-wise cross-correlation
with the differe t frequency offset candidate is performed,
which can be done in fr quency domain. The main benefit
of this method i hat a cross-correlation in time domain is
replaced by a point-wise multiplication in fr quency domain.
Additionally, the generation of the NPSS reference signals in
frequency domain gets simplified: Different frequency offsets
elate to cyclic shifts which can be easily implemented in
h rdware.
IV. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE
As the propos d cross-correlation-based algorithm is an ML
detect r, the complexity is expected to be significantly higher
compar d to the low-compl xity auto-correlation ethod. O
average for each received block of size N  NO a single N-
point FFT, Nf point-wise complex multiplications of a vector
of length N , and Nf IFFT operations need to be performed.
Choos ng an FFT size of N = 1, 024 the nu b r of real
additi ns and mul iplications can be estimated to 135.0 and
135.4 MOPS, respectively l ading to an overall computational
complexi y of 270.5 MOPS. Thus, the computational ffort p r
sub-frame of th ML detector compared to the low-complexity
tim ng acquisition [9] is roughly 10x higher.
As w will see in the following, the ML detector does
not need as many sub-frames as the low-complexity detector.
Hence, its ov rall computational effort per timing acquisition
lies actually below 10x that of the low-complexity timing
acquisi .
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown i Figure 4 for in-band BW: in band is mentioned
er for the first time, remove it and just mention the SNR
deployment which has the most demanding SNR requirement
of -12.6 dB. The different curves relate to different threshold
settings u ed for hit-detection based on the actual peak-to-
average ratio of all cross correlations BW: is this really
true? the pl t suggests that the different curves correspond
to different SNRs.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the auto-correlation detector of [9]
takes 620ms to achieve a 90% hit rate.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of the cross-correlation NPSS detector
is sh wn in Figure 5. The main computational elements are
the FT and IFFT blocks with a required throughput of
2.87/10ms = 287.1/s and 890.0/s FFT and IFFT compu-
tations or 1.5 and 45.6 million radix-2 operations per second,
respectively. Even for the more demanding IFFT it is possible
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operations for a successful NPSS detection is ignifi antly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cr ss-c relation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
show in Figure 4 for in-band depl yment which has the most
de anding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. Th point wh re
90% it rate is achieved is taken for c mp rison with [9].
A an be s en from Figure 4, he OLS detector achieves
latency f 480ms, whereas the autocorrelatio detect r of [9]
tak s 620ms.
T e incr ased computation l c mplexity can e ad r sed
by a VLSI implementati n which le ds to a lower energy
consumption as shown in the f llowing.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A lock dia ram of cros -correlati n NPSS d tector is
shown i Figure 5. For th FFT nd the IFFT a single-path-
elay feedback architecture with radix-2 el ments was ch sen
due to the ava lable time ressources [Todo, write bout FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardwa e acc lerator
Key charact ristics are sh wn in Tabl I. 30 erc nt f the
re is ccupied by the FFT an IFFT units. One res lt r dy
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached process r via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for ti ing cquisition depends
on th power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mode an the NPSS d tector when in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detection. The power
consu ption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies ou of this paper’s c pe. We
ref r to published number f r pow r consumption for RF-
transceivers which op rate at LTE and B-IoT freque cy
bands respectively a d sup rt a bandwidth of 200 kHz an
1.4MHz.
In [2] t power co sumption of multiple RF-trans eivers
is c mpa ed, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the anal g
components xcludi g the PLL. In [4] receiver ith a
cur ent consumption of 55mA from battery is pr sent d,
which translates into a power consumption b twee 66mW
and 203 W assu ing a primary cell battery as in [5] wit
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consu ption f 80mW in receiv m de is ass med, which
includes the digital b seband pr c ssing for cell-search. Thus
w consid r a ge f om 5 mW o 250mW fo the RX-power
of the RF-tra c iver s shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. E ergy per NPSS detecti n over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumptio of the auto-correlation
method d p nds on its implem ntation. T make a air com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be imple e ted fficiently in VLSI and thu has a very
l w power consumpti n.
per tions for a succ ssful NPS detecti n is significantly
small r than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency perfo manc of cr ss-correlation NPSS detector.
The perf rmance in t rms of timing acquisit on latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is ach eved is tak for c p rison with [9].
As can be seen fro Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
la ncy of 480ms, wher as th autocorrelatio detector of [9]
akes 6 0ms.
The i crea ed co put tional co plexity c be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which lea s to a lower energy
consumpti as shown i the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagra f cro s-correlation NPSS detector i
sh wn Figure 5. For the FFT and th IFFT a si le-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 eleme ts was chosen
due to the available time re so c s [Todo, write ab t FFT
ar h].
Fig. 5. Block di gr m of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key ch racteristics are sh wn in Table I. 30 percent of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One r sult r ady
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached proc ssor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the pow r c nsumption of the RF-trans eiver in receive
mod and he NPSS detector when in operation and t e
durati of a uccessful the NPSS detection. The power
consumpt on of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis li s out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to publish d numbers for power consumpti for RF-
tr nsc iv s wh ch ope at at LTE NB-IoT frequency
ban resp ctiv ly and support a ba dwidth 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power con umption of multiple RF-transceiv rs
is c pare , and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
om nents excludi g the PLL. In [4] a rece ver with a
c rrent co sumption f 55mA from battery is p sented,
hich transl tes int powe consum t on between 66mW
and 203mW a suming a prim ry cell battery as in [5] with
a voltag ging fr m 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80 W in receive mode is assum d, which
includes the d gital baseband processing f cell-search. T us
we co sid r a r nge from 0mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transc iver s sho n in Fig r 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy er NPSS detection ov r RX-power
N turally, the pow r consumption of the auto orrelation
method depe ds on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, assu e that the low-complexity auto-correlation
ca b impl mented fficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low p er consumption.
operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performanc i terms of timing acquisition la ency i
s own in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the ost
dem ding SNR requir me t of -12.6dB. The o nt w re
90% hit rate is achieved is t k for comparison with [9].
As ca be seen fr m Figure 4, the OLS detector ac eves a
lat ncy of 480ms, whereas th autoc rrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The cr ased omputati nal c mplexity can be addressed
by a VLSI impl tation whic a s to a lower nergy
consumption as shown n the f llowing.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagr m of c oss-c rrela ion NPSS detector s
sh wn i Figure 5. For th FT nd th IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements as chos n
due to the availa le time res ou ces [Tod , rite about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Bl ck diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key charact ristics are hown n Table I. 30 per ent of the
area is ccupied by the FFT and IFFT units. On r sult r a y
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interr pt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumpti n Evaluati n
The e rg which is required for timing acquisition epends
on th power co sumpti n of the RF-transceive in receive
mode and the NPSS detect r when in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detecti n. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on mul iple
factors whose analysis l es ut of this aper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for power con umpti for RF-
transc ivers which op rate at LTE and NB-IoT freque y
ba s r pectively and support a ba dwidth of 200 kHz and
.4MHz.
In [2] the powe co sumption of multiple RF-transceiv rs
is c mpare , and rang d from 64 143 W for the analog
compon nt excluding th PLL. In [4] a ece ver with a
current consump ion f 55mA fr m attery is p ented,
which translates into a p we co sumpt n betw en 66mW
and 203 W assu ing a ri ary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging fr m .2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consu ption of 80mW in receiv mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing fo cell-s a ch. T s
we onsider a range fr m 0 W to 250mW for th X-power
of t RF-transce ver s shown in Figu e 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS d tection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its mpleme tati n. To make a fair com-
paris n, we as u e that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implement d efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low p wer consumpti .
operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x hig er.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
he performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
demanding SNR requir ment of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achieved is tak for comparison with [9].
As ca be se n fr m Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
lat n y of 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The creas d c mpu ational complexity can be addressed
by a VL I impl entatio which le s to a low r energy
c nsumption as s own in the followi g.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
sh wn i Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture wit radix-2 elements as chosen
due to the available time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
a ch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are shown n Table I. 30 percent of the
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One r sult r ady
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power co sumption of th RF-transceiver in receive
mode and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detection. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for power consumpti for RF-
transc ivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
ban s respectively and support a ba dwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power co sumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is c mpare , and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a rece ver with a
current consumption of 55mA from battery is p sented,
which translates into a powe consumpt on between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a v ltage ranging fr m 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital baseband processing for cell-search. T us
we consid r a range from 0mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transce ver s shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto-correlation
method depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we as ume that the ow-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low p wer consumption.
o er tion for a succ ssful NPSS detec ion is significantly
smal er than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition l tency is
sh wn in Figure 4 for in-band deployment w ich has the most
demandi g NR requir ment of -12.6dB. T e point where
90% hit rate is achieved is tak or compari n with [9].
As can b seen from Figure 4, the OLS d tector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation det ctor of [9]
take 620ms.
The creased computational co plexity can be addressed
by a VLSI impl m nt tion which lea s to a lower nergy
consumption as sh wn in the f llowing.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block iagram f cross-correla NP S tector is
show i Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a single-path-
elay f edback rc itectur wit r dix-2 ele ents as chosen
du to the av ilabl tim r ss u ces [To o, rite ab ut FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardwar cc ler tor
K y characteri tics a shown i Table I. 30 p rcent f th
area is occupied by the FFT an IFFT units. One r sult ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Par meter Value
Technology SMIC130
Ar a 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The en rgy whi is required for timing cquisition depends
on th power consumption of the RF- ra sceiver in receive
mode a d the NPSS detector when in operation and he
duration of a succ ssful the NPSS detecti n. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on m ltiple
fact r whose anal sis li s out of this paper’s scope. W
refer t published numbers for power con umpti for RF-
transceivers whic o erate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
ban s respectiv ly and support a ba dwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is c mpared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components excluding the PLL. In [4] a rece ver with a
urre t onsumption of 55mA from battery is p sented,
which tra slates into a pow consumpt on between 66 W
and 203mW assuming primary cell battery as in [5] with
v ltage ranging fr m 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
c nsumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the digital ba band processing for cell-search. T us
we c ns der a r nge from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-tran c ver s shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. E ergy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the power cons mpti n f the auto-correlation
method epends on its i plementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be impl mented efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low pow consumpti n.
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Fig. 1. NPSS and SSS resource mapping onto an NB-IoT fr me.
Th NPSS is defined in frequency domain as a Zadoff-Chu
sequence of length 11 for each subcarrier index n given by
S[n] = e(
 j5⇡(n+1)
11 )c[l], n = 0 . . . 10 (1)
w er c[l] is an element of th code cover vect r
c = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
with l being the symbol in ex in a subframe. This sequence
is mapped t 11 subsequent OFDM symbo s each co sis ing
of 12 OFDM sub-carrie s and holding ne copy f the NPSS.
After zero-padding each of the 11 copies to 128 symbols,
time-domain conversion, and cyclic-prefix insertion of either
length 9 or 10, the NPSS results in 1508 samples in time
domain.
With a sub-frame len th of 10ms and a sampling rate of
1.92MHz 19,200 samples need to be captured in order to g t
a entire copy of the NPSS. As th sub-frame boundary is
unknown, th NPSS can st rt at any f the 19.200 amples.
One task of the receiver is to es imate t e b gin ing of th
NPSS to acquire sub-frame boun ary timing. In addition, an
NB-IoT device has a random frequency offset because the
c ystal oscillator the device is not tuned after power-
on. This heavily aff cts the detec on o plexi y because he
device needs to analyze v ri us frequency offset ptions ithin
a specified boundary, as well.
III. CORRELATION BASED TIMING ACQUISITION
Th re are two main algorithms to perform timing acquisition
namely auto-correlation and cross-correlation. While aut -
c rrelation is the only option if the trans itted, p riodic
sequence is unknown, in cas of he NPSS detection both
algorithms can be applied as the transmitt d sequence i
known to the receiver. Auto-correlation appr aches in general
are more hardware efficient than cross-correlation app oaches
as shown in [9]. But, since the auto-correlation alg rithm d es
not exploit the fact that the trans itted sequence is known,
its performance is sub-optimal. In fact, cr ss-correlation e-
tectors a ML detectors [6]. This is the reason, w y ma
applicatio s lik ra ar syst ms o GPS ceivers use a cross-
c rrelation for signal detection [10]. In his paper we focus on
low-latency rather h n complexity. Thus, the ML detector [6]
(Page 244), whi projects th received signal vector onto each
of the Nf possible candid tes wit different frequency ffsets,
is a viable option f r NPSS detection.
normalized fo
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Fig. 2. ML f nction over ormalized freq ency offset.
For the NPSS ML detector the cor elation metrics are given
by
C(r | ✓, o) =
✓+137X
k=✓
r[k]s⇤[k]  j2⇡f , (2)
where the received signal vector
r = [r[0] r[1] . . . r[137  1]]T
has a sampling rate of 240 kHz and s[k] for k = 0 . . . 136
is the cyclic prefix extend d 128-point IFFT of the el ment
time domain NPSS s quen e S⇤[k] given in Eq. 1.
The maximum likelihood func ion C(r0 | ✓ = 0, fo) for
a distortion fr e received signal vector r0 ov r th frequency
offset fo is plotted in Figure 2. This function i evaluated in
ML fashi n according to
(fˆo, tˆo) = arg ax
fo,to
{C(r | fo, to)} .
Here y different tim offset to hypothesis, whic orre-
spond t sub-frame b undaries, h ve to be valuated by cross-
correlating the received samples in the correlation window
with he kn wn NPSS. In additio c rrelatio are performed
for e ery Nf f equ ncy offset hypothesis o which efines the
ra ge of frequency offsets he detect r shall sup t.
Hence, the numbe of cr ss-correlations in time-doma n
requires Np · Nf operations. I every s b-fram we receive
Ns = 2,400 samples and he length of the NPSS in time
domain is Np = 189 sam l s. In total Np · Ns · Nf cross-
correla ions are r quired. By choosing Nf = 32 for ex mple
results in a total number of 76,800 189 cross-correlations of
le gth 189 that ne d to be perform d every mill second, which
is impracticable fo NB-IoT devices.
However the omputational complexity can be significantly
re u ed when using an overlap-and-sav (OLS) m th d [8].
Thi method is well established es ecially f r discrete con-
volution but it can als b applied o cross-correlation. The
metho s efficient in terms of computational com lexity if on
of the sequences to b cross-correlated is very long, while the
ther one is short. This is the case in our example for which
the rec ived sample sequ nce (2,400 samples) is much longer
than the NPSS sequence (189 sample ).
Fig. 3. Computation sch me of the ML low-latency fractional-frequency and coarse-timing offset estimation with the overlap-save method.
I every sub-frame we rec ive Ns = 2,400 sample and the
length of the NPSS in time domain is Np = 189 samples.
In tal Ns · Nf cross-correlatio s of length Np are require .
Considering Nf = 31 different fr que cy candidates a total of
74,400 cross-corr lations need to be perfor d very illis c-
ond, which i impracti al for NB-IoT devices.
Ho ev r, th computatio al complexity n b ign ficantly
redu d when si g an o rlap-save (OLS) method [8]. This
eth d is ll establish d specially f r discrete convolutions
but it can al o be applied to cr s-correlations.
By pplying OLS to th NPSS cross-correlation, the input
tream is divide in o overl pping sequences length N
as illustrat d in th right part f Figure 3. The number of
verlapping samples depends on the NPSS length and is
cho en to be 188. Aft rwards, the block-wise cross-correlation
with th differe t freque cy off et candidates is performed,
whi h can be done i freq ency domain. The mai benefit
f thi method is that a cross-corre ation in time domain is
replaced by a point-wise multi lication in frequency domain.
Additionally, the ge era ion of the NPSS ref ren e ignals in
fr quency domain gets si plified: Differe t frequency offs ts
relate to cyclic shifts which can be easily implemented in
hardwar .
IV. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE
As th pr posed cross-correlat on-based algorithm is n ML
detector, the complexity is expected o be significantly higher
c mpared to th low- omplexity auto-correlation method. On
average or each ceived block of size N  NO a single N-
point FFT, Nf point-wise complex multiplications of a vector
of length N , and Nf IFFT operations need to be performed.
Choos ng an FFT size of N = 1, 024 the umber of real
additions and multiplications can be estimated to 35.0 and
135.4 MOPS, respe tively l ading to an v rall computational
complexity of 270.5 MOPS. Thus, the co putational effort p r
sub-frame of the ML detector compared to the low-complexity
timing acquisition [9] is roughly 10x higher.
As we will se in the followi g, the ML etector does
not ne d as many sub-frames as the low- omplexity detector.
Hence, its overall co putati nal effort per timing acquisition
lies act ally below 10x that of the low-complexity timing
acquisi ion.
The p rf rmance i terms of ti i g acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band BW: in-band is mentioned
ere for t e first time, remove it and just mention the SNR
deploymen which has the most demanding SNR requirement
of -12.6 dB. The different curves relate to different threshold
settings used for hit-detect on based on the actual peak-to-
verage ratio of all cross correlations BW: is this really
t ue? the plot suggests that the different curves correspond
to differe t SNRs.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
lat ncy of 480ms, whereas the auto-correlation detector of [9]
takes 620ms to achi v a 90% hit r te.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of the cross-correlation NPSS detector
is shown in Fig re 5. The ai computational elements are
the FFT and IFFT blocks with a required throughput of
2.87/10ms = 287.1/s and 890.0/s FFT and IFFT compu-
tations or 1.5 nd 45.6 milli n radix-2 operations per second,
respectively. Even for the more demanding IFFT it is possible
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oper tions for a su cessful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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ig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlatio NPSS d tect r.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure for in-band deployment which has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point wh re
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for comparison with [9].
As ca be seen from Fig re 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620 s.
The increased computatio al complex ty can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a low r energy
consumptio as hown in t e followi .
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of ross-correlation NPSS det ct r is
shown in Figure 5. For the FFT an th IFFT a single-pat -
delay feedback architectur with radix-2 e ements was chos n
due to the av ilable time ressources [Todo, write about FFT
ar h].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware ac elerato
Key characteristics are shown in Table I. 30 p rcent f th
are i occupied by the FFT d IFFT nits. One resul rea y
every 10ms, which is report to th attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1 24
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Co sumptio Evalu ti
The energy which is required for timing acquisition p nds
on the p w r c nsu ption of the RF-transceiver in receiv
mod and the NPSS detector whe i op ration and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detection. The pow r
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
a rs wh se analysis lies out of this paper’s scope. We
refer to p bli hed numbers for power consumptio for RF-
transceivers which operat at LTE and B-IoT fr que cy
bands espectively a d support bandwidth f 200 kHz an
1.4MHz.
I [2] t p wer consu pti n of multiple RF-transceivers
is comp r d, and range from 64 to 143 W for the analog
comp ents xcluding the PLL. In [4] receiver wit a
curr nt consu pt on of 55mA from battery is p sented,
which translates into power consumption between 66mW
and 203mW as mi g a p imary c l battery as in [5] it
a voltage ra gi g from 1.2V a d 3.7V . In [5] a p wer
consumption of 80mW in receive ode is assumed, which
in ludes the digital b seb nd pr essing f r cell-search. Thus
w cons de ran e f 50 W to 250mW for th RX-
f th RF-transceiver a shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. E r y per NPSS detecti n over RX-pow r
Natur lly, th owe con umption of the aut -correlation
ethod d p nd on its imple ntation. T make a fair com-
parison, we assum that he low-co plexity aut -co relation
can be implemented effici ntly in VLSI and thus has a very
l w power consumption.
operat ons for a successful NPSS dete ti n is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The perf rmance in terms of timing acq isition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for n-band deploy nt which has the most
demanding SNR requi ement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for comp r son with [9].
As can e se n from Figur 4, the OLS detector achieves a
la ncy of 480ms, wher as the autocorrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased co put tio al complexity an be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which leads to a lower energy
co sumption as sho n in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A bl ck diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a si gle-path-
delay feedback ar hit ctur with radix-2 elements was chosen
ue to the avail ble time ressources [Todo, wr te b ut FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagr m of NPSS hardwa ccel ato
Key ch racteristics ar hown i Table I. 30 perc nt of the
area is oc up d by the FFT and IFFT units. O e r sult ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
ABL I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kG 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. En rgy Consumption Ev luation
The energy which is required for timing a quisition depe ds
on the pow r consumpti n f the RF-transceiver in receiv
ode nd the NPSS detector when in operation a d the
duration of a succ ss ul the NPSS detection. Th pow r
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on ultiple
facto s whose an lysis lies out of this paper’s scop . We
refer to published numbers for power consumption f r RF-
transceivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and upp t bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
I [2] th power c nsu ption of ultiple RF-transceiv rs
is co pared, and ranged fro 6 to 143mW for the analog
com nts excluding the PLL. In [4] a rece v r with a
current co sumption of 55mA from battery is presented,
which transl tes into a power consumpti n betwe n 66mW
and 203mW assuming a prim ry cell bat ery as in [5] with
voltage ranging fr m 1.2V nd 3.7V . In [5] a power
con umpti of 8 W in rec ive mode is sumed, which
nclud s th dig tal baseb d processi g f r cell-sea ch. Thus
w con ider a rang from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver as s own in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Natural y, the pow r consumpti n f the auto orrelation
m tho depends on its mpl mentation. To make a fair com-
parison, assume that the low-complexity auto-correla ion
can b implem nt d fficiently in VLSI and thus has v ry
low er o sumption.
oper ions for a successful NPSS det ction is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performanc of cross-correlation NPSS d tect r.
The perfo mance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band d ployment which has the m st
demanding SNR require of -12 6dB. Th oint where
90% hit rate is achieved is tak for comparison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector ac eves a
latency of 480 s, whereas th autoc rrelation detector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The i creased co putational compl xity can be addressed
by a VLSI implementation which lea to a lowe n rgy
consumption as shown in the followin .
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagr m of cross- orrelation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For th FFT and th IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture with radix-2 elements was chos n
due to the availa le time res ources [ od , rite bout FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerat r
Key characteristics are shown i Table I. 30 perce t of the
area is occupied by t FFT and IFFT unit . One r sult r dy
ev ry 10ms, which is reported to t tached pr cessor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kG 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Ene gy Consumpti Ev luation
The energy which is equired for timing acquisi ion depends
on the power consumption of the RF-t sceive in r ceive
mode and th NPSS detector when in operat on and the
duration of a succ ssful the NPSS detecti n. The power
con umptio of the RF-transceiv r is dependent on mul iple
factors whose analysi lies ut of thi paper’s scope. We
refer to ublished numbers f r power con umpti for RF-
tran c ivers which op rate at LTE and NB-IoT frequ cy
bands r spectively and supp rt a ba dwidth f 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the powe consumption of multiple RF-transc ivers
is c mpared, a d rang d fr m 64 t 143 W for the analog
compon nt excluding th PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consump ion f 55mA fr m battery is p sented,
which translates into a p we consumpti n between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a rimary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging fr m 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a p er
consu ption of 80 W in receiv mode is assumed, which
includes t digital baseband processing fo cell-sear h. T us
we consider a range fr m 50mW to 250mW for th X-power
of the RF-transceiver show in Figure 6.
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Naturally, the pow r consumption of th auto orre ation
method depe ds on it impl menta io . To make a fair om-
paris n, w assum that the low-co plexity auto-corr lation
can be impl mented effici n ly in VLSI and t us h s a very
low power con um tion.
operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x high r.
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Fig. 4. Late cy performance of cross-correlation NPSS detect r.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition l tency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band d ployment which h s the most
demanding SNR require e t of -12.6dB. Th p int where
90% it rate is hieved is tak for comparison with [9].
As can b seen from Figur 4, the OLS dete tor achiev s a
l tency of 480ms, whereas th autocorrelation etector of [9]
takes 620ms.
The cr as d mput ti al c mpl xity can be addressed
by a VLSI impl ment tion w ich lea s t a lower nergy
c nsump ion s hown in the f llowing.
V. ARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTA ION
A block diagram of cross-correlation PSS detector is
sh wn in Figure 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architectur with radix-2 elements was chosen
due to t e av lable time re s urces [ odo, rite about FFT
arch]
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accel rator
K y characte istics are shown in Table I. 30 ercent of the
area is occupied by the FFT an IFFT units. On result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kG 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-trans iver in receive
mode and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration of a successful the NPSS detection. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiv r is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies out of his paper’s scope. We
refer t published n mbers for power consumpti for RF-
transc ivers which operate at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a ba dwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is c mpared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
compon nts excluding the PLL. In [4] a receiver with a
current consumpti of 55mA from battery is p sented,
hich translates into a powe consumption between 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage ranging fr m 1.2V and 3.7V . In [5] a power
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes the igital baseband processing for cell-search. T us
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transceiver s shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detection over RX-power
Naturally, the pow r consumption of the auto orrelation
method depends on its impl mentation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implemented efficiently in VLSI and thus h s a very
low power consumption.
operations for successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x highe .
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Fig. 4. L te cy performance cros -co relation NPSS d tector.
The performance in terms timing acquisition latency is
s own in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the mo t
demandi g NR r q irement f -12.6 B. The point where
90% hit rate is achieve is tak for compari n with [9].
As can be seen from Fig re 4, the OLS d te tor chieves a
latency f 480ms, whereas t autocorrelati detecto of [9]
take 620ms.
The creas d computational co l xity can be addr ss
by a VLSI impl me tati n hich lea s a lo er energy
o sumpti n s sho n in the followi g.
V. HARDW RE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-c rr lation NPSS detector is
show in Fi ur 5. For the FFT and the IFFT a single-path-
elay f dback rchit cture with radix-2 elements a chosen
u t the av ilable time ressour s [ od , writ about FFT
arch].
F g. 5. Block diagram f NPSS ardwar accelerator
Key c a act rist c are sh w in Table I. 30 perce t of the
a a is occupied by th FFT a d IFFT uni . One r ult ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
n interrupt sign l.
TABLE I
A CELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Para eter V lue
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
AM x kbi
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. En rgy C nsumption Evaluation
The ene gy whic is requir d for ti ing acquisiti n depe ds
on th power on umption of th RF-tra sceiv r in receive
mod a d the NPSS detector when in operation and the
durati of a succ ssful the NPSS d tection. The po er
consumpti of the RF-tra sceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose anal sis lie out of t is paper’s sc pe. We
refer to published numbers for power consumpti for RF-
transceivers wh ch op r te at LTE an NB-IoT frequency
bands respective y a d su port a ba d idt of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
I [2] he p wer con umpti n of multiple RF-transceivers
is c mp red, a d ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
components ex luding the PLL. In [4] a rece ver with a
urre t on umptio of 55 A from battery is p sent d,
which translates into pow consumpt on b tw en 66mW
and 203mW a suming pri ary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage r nging from 1.2V a d 3.7V . In [5] a power
co sumption of 80mW in receive mode is assumed, which
includes th digital baseb nd processing f cell-search. T us
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW for the RX-power
of the RF-transce v r s shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy per NPSS detect on over RX-power
Naturally, the power consumption of the auto- orrela ion
method epends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we assume that the low-complexity auto-correlation
can be implem nted efficiently in VLSI and thus has a very
low power consumption.
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Fig. 1. NPSS a d SSS resource mapping onto an NB-IoT fr me.
Th NPSS is defined in frequency domain s a Zad ff-Chu
sequence of length 11 for each subcarrier index n given by
S[n] = e(
 j5⇡(n+1)
11 )c[l], n = 0 . . . 10 (1)
where c[l] is an element of the od cov r vector
c = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
wi h l being the symbol index in a subframe. This sequenc
is mapped to 11 subsequent OFDM symbols each consisting
of 12 OFDM sub-carriers and holding ne copy of the NPSS.
After zero-padd ng ach of the 11 copi s to 128 symbols,
ime-doma n conversion, and cyclic-prefix insertion of either
length 9 or 10, the NP S r sults in 1508 samples in time
domain.
With a sub-frame length of 10ms and a sa pling rate of
.92MHz 19,200 samples need to be captured in order to get
an entir copy of the NPSS. As the sub-frame bou dary is
unk own, th NPSS can start at any of the 19.200 samples.
On task f the receiver is t stimate t e beginning of the
NPSS to acquire sub frame boundary timing. I addition, an
NB-IoT device has a random frequency offset because the
crystal oscillator on the device is not tuned after power-
on. This heavily affec s t e detecti n mplexity bec use the
device needs to analyze various frequency offset options within
a sp cified boundary, as well.
III. CORRELATION BASED TIMING ACQUISITION
There re two main algorithms to perform timing acquisition
namely auto-correlation and cross-correlation. Whil auto-
correla ion is the ly option if th transmitted, periodi
sequence is nknown, in ca f the NPSS dete tion both
algorithms can be applied as the transmitted sequence is
known to the receiver. Auto-correlation approaches in g neral
are more hardware efficient than cross-correlati n pproaches
as shown in [9]. But, since the auto-c rrelati algorithm does
not exploit the fact that the tra smitted sequence is know ,
its performance is sub-optimal. In fact, cross-correlation de-
tectors are ML detectors [6]. This is the reason, why many
applications like radar systems or GPS receivers use a cr s -
correlation for sign l detectio [10]. I this p per we focus on
l w-la ency rather than complexity. Thus, the ML detector [6]
(Page 244), which projects he received signal vector onto each
of the Nf possible candi ates with different frequency offsets,
is a viable option for NPSS detection.
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Fig. 2. ML function over normalized frequency offset.
For the NPSS ML d tector the correlatio metri s are given
by
C(r | ✓, fo) =
✓+137X
k=✓
r[k]s⇤[k]  j2⇡fo , (2)
where th received signal vector
= [r[0] [ ] . . . r[137  1]]T
has a sampling rate of 240 kHz and s[k] for k = 0 . . . 136
is the cyclic prefix extend d 128-p int IFFT of the el ments
time domain NPSS sequence S⇤[k] given in Eq. 1.
The maximum likelihood function C(r0 | ✓ = 0, fo) for
a distortion free received signal vector r0 ov r the frequency
off et f is plot ed in Figure 2. This function is valuated i
ML fashion according to
(fˆo, tˆo) = argmax
fo,to
{C(r | fo, to)} .
Hereby different time offset to hypothesis, wh ch corre-
spond to sub-frame boundaries, have to be valuated by cr ss-
correlating the received samples in the correlation window
with the known NPSS. In additi n correlations are perf rmed
for very Nf frequ ncy offs t hypothesis fo hich defines the
range of frequency offs ts the detector shall sup ort.
Hence, th number of cross-correlations in time-domain
requires Np · Nf operati ns. In every sub-frame we receive
Ns = 2,400 samples and th lengt of he NPSS i time
domain is Np = 189 samples. In total Np · Ns · Nf cr ss-
correlatio s are required. By ch sing Nf = 32 for exa ple
results in a total number of 76,800 189 cross-correlations of
length 189 that need to b perfor ed every millis cond, hi h
is impractic ble for NB-IoT devices.
H wever the computati al complexity can be signifi antly
redu ed when using a overlap-and-sa e (OLS) ethod [8].
This method is well established esp cially for discret con-
volution ut it ca also be applied to cr ss-correlati n. The
method is efficien in erms of computational co lexity if o
of th s quences to be cros -correlated s very long, while the
other one is short. This is the case in our example for which
the received sample s quen e (2,400 samples) is much longer
tha the NPSS sequence (189 sampl s).
Fig. 3. Computation cheme of the ML low-latency fractional-frequency and coarse-timing off et estimation with the overlap-save method.
In every sub-frame we r ceive s = 2,400 ampl s and the
length of the NPSS n time do ain is Np = 189 samples.
In t tal Ns · Nf cross-correl tions of length Np are required.
Considering Nf = 31 differe t frequency candidates a total of
74,400 cross-corr lations n d t be performed every millisec-
ond, which is impractical for NB-IoT devices.
Howev r, th com uta io al complexity c n be sign ficantly
redu d w en sing an overl p-save (OLS) meth d [8]. This
ethod is w ll established esp cially for discret c nvol t ons
but it can also be applied to cross-correlations.
By applying OLS to the NPSS cr ss-correlation, the input
stream is divided into overlapping sequences f length N
s llustrat in the r ght part f Figure 3. The number
ver apping samples depends on the NPSS l ngth and is
ch sen to be 188. Afterwards, the blo k-wise cr ss-correlation
with the differe t frequ ncy offset candidates is performed,
w ich can be done n freq ency domain. The main be efit
of this method is t at a cross-correlation in time domain is
replaced by a point-wise multiplication in frequency domain.
A ditionally, th gene ati of the NPSS ref rence signals in
fr quency domain gets simplified: Different frequency offs ts
relate to cyclic shifts which can be easily implemented in
hardware.
IV. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE
As the pr pos d cross-correlation-based algor thm is n ML
detector, the complexity is expected to be significantly higher
compared to the low-complexity auto-correlation method. On
average for each received block of size N  NO a ingle N-
point FFT, Nf point-wise complex multiplications of a vector
of length N , and f IFFT operation need to be performed.
Choos ng an FFT size of N = 1, 024 th number of real
ad itions a d multiplications can be esti ated to 135.0 and
135.4 MOPS, spectively l ading to n overall computational
complexity of 270.5 MOPS. Thus, the computational effort p r
ub frame of the ML detect r c mpared to the low-c mp exity
timing acquisition [9] is roughly 10x higher.
As we will see in he following, the ML de ector does
not need as many sub-frames as the low-complexity detector.
Hence, its verall computational effort per timing acquisition
lies actually be w 10x tha of the low om lexity timing
a quisition.
The performance n terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-ba d BW: in-band is entioned
er for the first time remove it nd just mention the SNR
deployme t which has the most demanding SNR requirement
of -12.6 dB. The differ nt curves relate to different threshold
settings used for hit-detection based on the actual peak-to-
average ratio of all cross correlations BW: is this really
true? the plot suggests that the different curves correspond
to different SNRs.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the auto-correlation detector of [9]
takes 620ms to achieve a 90% hit rate.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of the cross-corr lation NPSS detect r
is shown in Figure 5. The main computational elements are
the FFT and IFFT blocks with a required throughput of
2.87/10ms = 287 1/s and 890.0/s FFT and IFFT compu-
tations or 1.5 and 45.6 million radix-2 operations per second,
respectively. Even for the more demanding IFFT it is possible
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operations for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in term f timi g a quisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment whic has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point wher
90% hit rate is achieved is aken for compariso with [9].
As can b seen from Figu 4, the OLS detector achieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas th auto rel tion detector of [9]
akes 620ms.
T e increased computation l compl xity can b addressed
by a VLSI imp ementation which leads t a lower energy
consu pti n s shown in the f llow ng.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEM NTATION
A bl ck diagr m of cross-correlati n NPSS detecto is
shown i Figure 5. For th FT and the IFFT a single-path-
delay feedback architecture ith radix-2 el me s as ch sen
d e to the vailable time r s u ces [Todo, write about FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS ardware accelerator
Key characteristic are show in Table I. 30 cent of th
area is ccupie by the FFT and IFFT un ts. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported t the attached processor via
a interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Param ter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RA x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is req ired f r timing acqui ition dep nds
on the power consumption f the RF-transceiv r in ec iv
mode and the NPSS d te tor when in operation and th
dura ion f a uccessful the NPSS et ction. The power
c nsu ption of -transceive is d pend t mult ple
factors whose a alysis lies out f t is paper’s sc p . We
refer to publi d numbers for power consumption for RF-
trans eivers which p rate at LT and NB-IoT frequency
band resp ctively an upport a bandwi th of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the pow r co sumpti of multiple RF-transc vers
is compared, and r nged from 64 to 143mW f r th a al g
c p ents excluding the LL. In [4] a r ceiver with a
current consumption f 55mA fr battery is prese ted,
w ich tr nslate i to power con umpti n between 66 W
and 03mW assu i g a r mary cell battery as in [5] with
a voltage r nging fro 1.2V d 3.7V . I [5] a po r
consu ptio of 80mW in receive mo e is assume , hich
includes th digital baseb d processing for cell-s a ch. Thu
we con ider a ra ge from 50mW to 250mW f r the RX-power
f the RF-transc iver as show in Figure 6.
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Natur lly, he p w r c umpti n of t aut -co relation
method depends o its i plementat on. To ake a f ir com-
paris , ass e that the l w-complexity uto-correlati n
can be impl ent d efficiently in VLSI a d thus h s a v ry
low power consumpt on
oper tions for a successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
Th performance in t rms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band deployment which has the ost
demanding SNR requir ment of -12.6dB. The poin where
90% hit rat is achi ved is taken for com arison with [9].
As can be s en from Figu e 4, the OLS de ector achieves a
la ency of 480 s, wh r s the autoc rr lati n d t ctor f [9
takes 620ms.
The incr ased comput tional complexity c n be addressed
by a VLSI impleme tati n which le ds to a low r en rgy
consu tion as sh wn in the f lowing.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Figure 5. For the FFT and th IFFT a single-path-
delay fe dback architect re wit radix-2 elements was ch sen
due to the vailabl time ressources [T do, write about FFT
a ch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardwa accelerator
Key characteristics are shown in T ble I. 30 pe c nt f th
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One result rea y
every 10ms, hich is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTIC
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Ar a 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evalu tion
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power con umption of the RF-transceiver i rece ve
m de and the NPSS detector when in operation and the
duration f successful t NPSS detection. The power
consumption of the RF-transceiver is dependent n multiple
factors whose a alysis lies ou of this paper’s scope. e
refer to publi hed numbers f r pow r consum ti n for RF-
transceiv rs which p r te at LTE and NB-I T freque cy
bands respectiv ly a d support a bandwidth of 2 0 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the ower c nsumptio f ultipl RF-transc iv rs
is compared, and g d fr m 64 to 143mW f he a alog
com nents ex luding PLL. I [4] a r c iver with a
current o sum tion of 55mA from ba tery is r s nted,
which transl tes i to power consumption b tween 66mW
and 203mW assumi a pri ry c ll batt y s in [5] with
a volt ge rangi g f 1.2V and 3.7V . I [5] a po r
co sumption of 80 W in receive de is assumed, which
includes the digital b seband pr c ssing for cell-sear . Thus
e cons der a ange f m 50mW to 250mW f r th RX-power
of the RF-transce ver as sh w in Figur 6.
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Naturally, the p wer co sum ti f the aut -c rrelation
m th d d pends on its implementation. o make a fair com-
pariso , w ass e tha the ow- mplexity auto-correlation
can b implemented fficiently in VLSI a d thus has very
l w power c n umption.
operations for successful NPSS detection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of ti ing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 f r in-band deployment whic h s the m t
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The oint where
90% hit rate is achieved is taken for co arison with [9].
As can be seen from Figure 4, the OLS tector ac eves a
latency of 480 s, where s th autoc rr lati n detec or f [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational c mplexity can be address
by a VLSI i plementation which leads to a lower nergy
consumption as s own in the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of cross-correlation NPSS det ctor is
shown in Figure 5. For the FFT d the IFFT a single-path-
de ay feedback architecture wit radix-2 el ments was chosen
due to the available time ressourc s [Todo, rit bout FFT
arch].
Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics ar shown in Table I. 30 p c nt of the
area is occupi d by th FFT and I FT nit . O e result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the at ached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Val e
Te hnology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT siz 1 24
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluation
The energy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consu ption of th RF-transceive in receive
mod and the PSS dete tor hen in operation and the
duratio f a successful th NPSS dete ti n. The power
consumption of the RF-tra sceiver is dependent on mul iple
factors whose analysis lies ut of t is paper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers for power con umpti n for RF-
t ansceivers which p r te at LTE and NB-IoT freque cy
bands respectively and su port a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power c nsu p i n of multipl RF-tra sceiv rs
i c mpared and ran fr m 64 to 143 W for he a alog
component excludi g th PLL. In [4] a receiver w th
current consu io of 55mA fr m batt ry i res n d,
whi h transl tes i to a p wer consu pti n b tw en 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary c l battery s in [5] with
a voltage ranging from 1.2V and .7V . I [5] a po r
consumption of 80mW in receive m de is assumed, which
includes the digital b s band pro essing for cell-search. Thus
we con ider a range from 50mW to 250mW f r th RX-power
of the RF-t anscei r s show in Figure 6.
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Naturally, the power co sum tion o he aut -correlatio
method d ends on it impl ment tio . To make a fair com-
parison, w ss e that th low- mpl xity uto- rr lation
can be mpl m nted fficie tly in VLSI and thus as very
l w p wer c nsu ption.
operations for a successful NPSS de ection is significantly
smaller than 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. Latency performance of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing acquisition latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-b nd deployment wh ch h s the most
d m nding SNR requirement of -12.6dB. The point where
90% it rate s achieved is taken f r com arison with [9].
As c b seen from Figure 4, the OLS det ctor ac ieves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the autocorr lati n detector f [9]
takes 620ms.
The increased computational co lexity can be address d
by VLSI imple entation which leads to a lower energy
c nsumptio a shown i the following.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEME TATION
A blo k diagram f cross-corr lation NPSS d t tor is
shown in Figure 5. F r t e FFT a d th IFFT a singl -path-
delay feedba k architecture with rad x-2 elements was cho en
due to the available tim res o rces [T do, wr t abo t FFT
arc ].
ig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS hardware accelerator
Key characteristics are s own in Table I. 30 perc nt of th
area is occupied by the FFT and IFFT units. One resu t ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached processor via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
Technology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT size 1024
LUT x kbit
A. Energy Consumption Evaluatio
The e ergy which is required for timing acquisition depends
on the power consumption of the RF-transceiver in receive
mode and the NPSS detect r when in operation and the
duration f a successful the NPSS detection. The power
consu ption of the RF-transceiver is dependent on multiple
factors whose analysis lies ou of this paper’s scope. We
refer to published numbers f r power consumption for RF-
transc ivers which p r t at LTE and NB-IoT frequency
bands respectively and support a bandwidth of 200 kHz and
1.4MHz.
In [2] the power consumption of multiple RF-transceivers
is compared, and rang d from 64 to 143mW for the a alog
components excludi g the PLL. In [4] a receiver with
current consu tion of 55mA from battery i resented,
which t an lat s i to a power consumption b tween 66mW
and 203mW assuming a primary c ll battery s in [5] with
a voltage ra ing from 1.2V a 3.7V . I [5] a po r
consumption of 80mW in receive mode is assum d, which
includes the digital b seband processing for cell-search. Thus
we consider a range from 50mW to 250mW f r th RX-power
of the RF-transc iver as show in Figure 6.
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Naturally, the power co sum tion of the aut -correlation
method depends on its implementation. To make a fair com-
parison, we ass me that the lo - mplexity auto-correlation
can be imple ented fficie tly i VLSI and thus has very
low p wer consumption.
operations for a succe sful NPSS det ctio i significantly
smaller tha 10x higher.
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Fig. 4. L tency performance of cross-c rrelation NPSS detect r.
The performance in terms f timing cq isit la ncy is
shown in Figure 4 for in-ban deployment w ich as the most
de a ding SNR requirem nt of -12.6dB. The poi t where
90% hit rate is ach eved is tak f r com arison wit [9].
As an be seen f m Figure 4, th OLS detector c i ves a
latency of 480ms, whereas the autocorrel tion d tector o [9]
tak 620 s.
he incr as d computational compl xity an be d re s d
by a VLSI impl ation which leads t lower e ergy
consu ption as shown in the foll i g.
V. H DWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of c oss- relati n NPSS det cto i
sh w in Fi ure 5. For the FFT a d th IFFT a singl -pat -
elay f dback ar hitecture with radix 2 elements was ho en
u t the availabl tim re s c s [Tod , writ about FFT
ar h].
Fig. 5. Blo k dia ram of NPSS hardwar ac eler tor
K y haracteris ics a e shown in T b I. 30 per e t of the
area is o cupied by h FFT a d IFFT units. One result ready
every 10ms, which is reported to the attached process r via
an interrupt signal.
TABLE I
ACCELERATOR KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Value
T chnology SMIC130
Area 770e3 um2
kGE 171
RAM x kbit
FFT siz 1024
LUT x kbit
A. E er y Consumpt on Evalu ion
The ener y whic is req ired for timi g acquisition depends
on th power consumption of the RF-transceiver n receive
mode a d t NPSS d tector when operation a d the
duration of a succ ssf l the NPSS detection. The power
consumptio f th RF-transceiv r is depend t n multipl
factors wh se anal sis lies ou of this paper’s s pe. We
re to publish d numbers for powe c nsumption fo RF-
tr sc ivers which op r t at LTE and NB-IoT f equency
ba ds res ectively and up ort a bandwidth of 200 kHz nd
1.4MHz.
I [2] the p wer consumption of ult ple RF-transceivers
is compared, and ranged from 64 to 143mW for the analog
co ponents excluding th PLL. I [4] a receiv r wi h
current consu tion of 55mA from battery i presented,
which trans ates i to a pow r consumption between 66mW
a d 203 W assu ing a primar cell ba tery as in [5] with
a volta ranging from 1.2 and 3.7V . In [5] a pow r
consumption of 80mW in r ceive m de is assumed, which
ncludes the digital baseband p ocessing for cell-search. Thus
w co si er a range from to 250mW for th RX-p wer
f th RF-tran c iv as shown i F gure 6.
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Natu y the power consu ptio of the auto- orrelation
method depends on its impleme tation. To ake a fair com-
parison, we ssume tha th low-complexity auto-correlation
can be i plement d efficie tly in VLSI and thus has a very
low pow r onsumption.
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Fig. 1. NPSS and SSS resource mapping onto an NB-IoT frame.
The NPSS is defin d in frequency do ain as a Zadoff-Chu
sequence f length 11 f r each subcarrier index n given by
S[n] = e(
 j5⇡( +1)
11 )c[l], n = 0 . . . 10 (1)
where c[l] is an element of th code cover vector
c = [1, , 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
with l being the symbol index i a subframe. This sequence
is mapped to 11 subsequent OFDM symbols ach consis ing
of 12 OFDM sub-carriers and holding one copy of the NPSS.
After zero-padding each of the 11 copies t 128 sy bols,
time-domain conversion, and cyclic-prefix insertion of either
length 9 or 10, the NPSS results in 1508 samples i time
domain.
With a sub-frame length of 10ms and a sampling rate of
1.92MHz 19,200 sampl s need o be captu d in rder to get
an entire copy f the NPSS. As the sub-frame boundary is
unknown, the NPSS can start t any of the 19.200 sample .
One task of the receiver is to esti at th b ginning of the
NPSS to acquire sub-frame boun a y timing. In addition, n
NB-IoT d vice has a rand m fr que cy offset because he
crystal os illator on the device is not tu ed aft r pow r-
on. This heavily affects the d tection complexity because th
evice needs to analyze various frequency offset options within
a specified b undary, as well.
III. CORRELATION BASED TIMING ACQUISITION
There are two main algorithms to perform timing acquisition
namely auto-corr l t on and cross-correlation. While auto-
corr la ion is the only ption if the transmitt d, periodic
sequence is unknown, in as of the NPSS detection both
algorithms c n be applie as the transmitted equence is
k own t the rec iv r. Auto-correlation ap r ac es in g neral
are mor ha dw re fficient tha cr ss-correlati n approac es
s shown in [9]. But, since the auto-correlation algorithm does
n t exploit the fact that the transmitted sequence is known,
its performance is sub-optimal. In a t, cross-co relati n de-
tectors are ML detectors [6]. This is the r ason, why any
applicatio s like ra ar systems or GPS receivers use a cross-
correlation for signal detection [10]. In this paper we focus on
low-latency rather than complexity. Thus, the ML detector [6]
(Page 244), which rojects the received signal v r onto each
of the Nf possible candidates with differen freque cy ffsets,
is a viable option for NPSS detectio .
n rmalized fo
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Fig. 2. ML function over nor alized frequency offset.
For the NPSS ML detector the correlati n metr cs are give
by
C(r | ✓, fo) =
✓+137X
k=✓
r[k]s⇤[k]  j2⇡fo , (2)
where t e received signal v ct r
r = [r[0] r[1] . . . r[137  ]]T
as a sampling rate of 240 kHz and s[k] for k = 0 . . . 136
is the cyclic prefix extended 128-point IFFT of the elements
time domain NPSS sequence S⇤[k] given in Eq. 1.
Th maximum likelihood func ion C( 0 | ✓ = 0, fo) f r
a distortion free received signal vector r0 over the f equency
offset fo is plotted in Figure 2. This function is v luated in
ML fashion a c rding to
(fˆo, tˆo) = argmax
fo,to
{C(r | fo, to)} .
Hereby different tim offset to hypothesis, ic corr -
spond to sub-fra e bou aries, have to be evaluated by cross-
correlating the received samples in the correlation window
with the k own NPSS. In addition correlations are perf r ed
for every Nf frequency offset hy othesis f which d fin s th
range of frequency offsets t d t ctor shall su port.
Hence, the number f cross-correlations in time-domain
equires Np · Nf op ati ns. In every sub-frame we receive
Ns = 2,400 sampl s an th lengt of the NPSS in time
domain is Np = 189 samples. In total Np · Ns · Nf cross-
corr lations ar required. By cho sing Nf = 32 fo xample
results a t l nu b r f 76,800 189 cross-correlation of
l ngth 189 that n ed to be performed ev ry millisecond, which
is impracticable for NB-IoT vices.
Ho ver the computational compl x ty can be significantly
educed when using n overlap-a d-save (OLS) m thod [8].
This thod is well est blished esp cially for di cr te con-
vol tio but it can also be ppli d to c oss- rrelation. Th
method is fficient in t rms of omputati nal compl xity if on
o t sequences to be r ss- rr l ted is very long, whi e the
other on i s ort. T is is the s i ur exampl f r w ich
th re ived sa ple sequ n (2,4 0 sa ple ) is much longer
than the NPSS s qu nce (189 sampl s).
Fig. 3. Computation sc eme of the ML low-latency fractional-frequency and coarse-timing offset estimation with the overlap-save method.
In every sub-frame we receiv Ns = 2,400 sampl s nd the
length of the NPSS in time domain is Np = 189 sa ples.
In t tal Ns · Nf cross-correlations of le gth Np ar required.
Considering Nf = 31 different frequency candidates a t tal of
74,400 cross-correlations need to be performed every millis c-
ond, which i im ractical for NB-IoT devices.
H ev r, th c mpu atio al complexity can be sign fican ly
red ced when using an overlap-save (OLS) method [8]. This
method is well establish d espe ially for dis ret co voluti s
but it can also b ap lied to cross-correla .
By a plying OL to the NPSS cross-correlati n, the nput
tream is divided into overla ping s quences of l ngth N
as illust ated in the right part of Figur 3. Th numbe
verlapp ng sa p es depends th PSS leng a d is
chosen t b 188. Aft rwards, he block-w cross-c rrelation
with th differ frequ ncy off et candid tes is perf rmed,
which can be do e i frequency d mai . Th main ben fi
of is method is that a cross-cor lation in time domain i
replaced by a point-wise multiplication i frequ ncy domain.
Additiona ly, the genera ion of the NPSS refer nc signals in
frequency main ge s simplified: Different frequency offsets
relate to cyclic s ifts whic can be easily implement d in
hardware.
IV. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE
As the proposed cross-corr l tion-based lgorithm is n ML
d tect r, the complexity is expe t d to be sign fic ntly igher
compared to the low-complex ty au o-correlation meth d. On
average for each r ceived bl ck of size N  NO a ingle N-
point FFT, Nf point-wi e complex multiplications of a vector
of length N , and Nf IFFT operations need to be performed.
Choos g a FFT siz of N = 1, 024 the number of real
additio s and ultiplicati can be estimated to 135.0 and
135.4 MOPS, respectively l ading to an overall computation l
complexity of 27 .5 MOPS. Thus, the co putati nal effort p r
sub-fram of the ML det c r compar d to th l w-complexity
timing acqu sition [9] is rou hly 10x higher.
As e ill ee in the following, the ML detecto does
not need as many sub-frames as t e low-complexity detector.
Hence, its overall computational effort per timing acquisition
lies ac ually below 10x hat of the low-complexity timing
cqu sition.
The performanc in terms of timi g acquisiti n latency is
shown in Figure 4 for in-band BW: in-ba d i mention d
here for the fir t ti e, remove it and just mention the SNR
deploym n which as e most demanding SNR requirement
o -12.6 dB. The different curves relate to different thresh ld
setti gs us d for hit- etection ba d on the actual p ak-to-
verage ratio of all cross correlations BW: is th really
rue? the plot suggests that the different urves correspo d
t differe t SNRs.
A can b see from Figure 4, he OLS detect r achieves a
latency f 480ms, whe eas the auto-corre ation detector of [9]
tak s 620ms to a hieve a 90% h t rate.
V. HARDWARE (VLSI) IMPLEMENTATION
A block iag am of the cross-correlation NPSS d tec r
is shown in Figure 5. The main computational elements are
he FFT and I FT blocks with a required throughput of
2.87/10ms = 287.1/s and 890.0/s FFT and IFFT compu-
tation or 1.5 nd 45.6 illion r dix-2 operations per s cond,
respectively. Even for the more demanding IFFT i is possible
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to
acquire
sub-fram
e
boundary
tim
ing.
In
addition,
an
N
B
-IoT
device
has
a
random
frequency
offset
because
the
crystal
oscillator
on
the
device
is
not
tuned
after
pow
er-
on.
T
his
heavily
affects
the
detection
com
plexity
because
the
device
needs
to
analyze
various
frequency
offsetoptions
w
ithin
a
specified
boundary,as
w
ell.
III.
C
O
R
R
E
L
A
T
IO
N
B
A
S
E
D
T
IM
IN
G
A
C
Q
U
IS
IT
IO
N
T
here
are
tw
o
m
ain
algorithm
s
to
perform
tim
ing
acquisition
nam
ely
auto-correlation
and
cross-correlation.
W
hile
auto-
correlation
is
the
only
option
if
the
transm
itted,
periodic
sequence
is
unknow
n,
in
case
of
the
N
PSS
detection
both
algorithm
s
can
be
applied
as
the
transm
itted
sequence
is
know
n
to
the
receiver.A
uto-correlation
approaches
in
general
are
m
ore
hardw
are
efficient
than
cross-correlation
approaches
as
show
n
in
[9].B
ut,since
the
auto-correlation
algorithm
does
not
exploit
the
fact
that
the
transm
itted
sequence
is
know
n,
its
perform
ance
is
sub-optim
al.
In
fact,
cross-correlation
de-
tectors
are
M
L
detectors
[6].
T
his
is
the
reason,
w
hy
m
any
applications
like
radar
system
s
or
G
PS
receivers
use
a
cross-
correlation
for
signaldetection
[10].In
this
paper
w
e
focus
on
low
-latency
rather
than
com
plexity.T
hus,the
M
L
detector
[6]
(Page
244),w
hich
projects
the
received
signalvectoronto
each
of
the
N
f
possible
candidates
w
ith
differentfrequency
offsets,
is
a
viable
option
for
N
PSS
detection.
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Fig.2.
M
L
function
over
norm
alized
frequency
offset.
For
the
N
PSS
M
L
detector
the
correlation
m
etrics
are
given
by
C
(r|
✓,f
o )
=
✓
+
1
3
7
Xk
=
✓
r[k
]s ⇤[k
]e  
j
2
⇡
f
o,
(2)
w
here
the
received
signal
vector
r
=
[r[0]
r[1
]
...
r[13
7 
1
]] T
has
a
sam
pling
rate
of
240
kH
z
and
s[k
]
for
k
=
0
...1
3
6
is
the
cyclic
prefix
extended
128-point
IFFT
of
the
elem
ents
tim
e
dom
ain
N
PSS
sequence
S
⇤[k
]
given
in
E
q.1.
T
he
m
axim
um
-likelihood
function
C
(r 0|
✓
=
0
,f
o )
for
a
distortion
free
received
signal
vector
r 0
over
the
frequency
offset
f
o
is
plotted
in
Figure
2.
T
his
function
is
evaluated
in
M
L
fashion
according
to
(fˆ
o ,tˆ
o )
=
arg
m
a
x
f
o
,t
o
{
C
(r|
f
o ,t
o )}
.
H
ereby
different
tim
e
offset
t
o
hypothesis,
w
hich
corre-
spond
to
sub-fram
e
boundaries,have
to
be
evaluated
by
cross-
correlating
the
received
sam
ples
in
the
correlation
w
indow
w
ith
the
know
n
N
PSS.In
addition
correlations
are
perform
ed
for
every
N
f
frequency
offsethypothesis
f
o
w
hich
defines
the
range
of
frequency
offsets
the
detector
shall
support.
H
ence,
the
num
ber
of
cross-correlations
in
tim
e-dom
ain
requires
N
p ·
N
f
operations.
In
every
sub-fram
e
w
e
receive
N
s
=
2,400
sam
ples
and
the
length
of
the
N
PSS
in
tim
e
dom
ain
is
N
p
=
1
8
9
sam
ples.
In
total
N
p ·
N
s ·
N
f
cross-
correlations
are
required.
B
y
choosing
N
f
=
3
2
for
exam
ple
results
in
a
total
num
ber
of
76,800
189
cross-correlations
of
length
189
thatneed
to
be
perform
ed
every
m
illisecond,w
hich
is
im
practicable
for
N
B
-IoT
devices.
H
ow
ever
the
com
putationalcom
plexity
can
be
significantly
reduced
w
hen
using
an
overlap-and-save
(O
L
S)
m
ethod
[8].
T
his
m
ethod
is
w
ell
established
especially
for
discrete
con-
volution
but
it
can
also
be
applied
to
cross-correlation.
T
he
m
ethod
is
efficientin
term
s
ofcom
putationalcom
plexity
ifone
of
the
sequences
to
be
cross-correlated
is
very
long,w
hile
the
other
one
is
short.
T
his
is
the
case
in
our
exam
ple
for
w
hich
the
received
sam
ple
sequence
(2,400
sam
ples)
is
m
uch
longer
than
the
N
PSS
sequence
(189
sam
ples).
Fig.3.
C
om
putation
schem
e
of
the
M
L
low
-latency
fractional-frequency
and
coarse-tim
ing
offset
estim
ation
w
ith
the
overlap-save
m
ethod.
In
every
sub-fram
e
w
e
receive
N
s
=
2,400
sam
ples
and
the
length
of
the
N
PSS
in
tim
e
dom
ain
is
N
p
=
18
9
sam
ples.
In
total
N
s ·
N
f
cross-correlations
of
length
N
p
are
required.
C
onsidering
N
f
=
3
1
differentfrequency
candidates
a
totalof
74,400
cross-correlations
need
to
be
perform
ed
every
m
illisec-
ond,w
hich
is
im
practical
for
N
B
-IoT
devices.
H
ow
ever,the
com
putationalcom
plexity
can
be
significantly
reduced
w
hen
using
an
overlap-save
(O
L
S)
m
ethod
[8].
T
his
m
ethod
is
w
ellestablished
especially
for
discrete
convolutions
but
it
can
also
be
applied
to
cross-correlations.
B
y
applying
O
L
S
to
the
N
PSS
cross-correlation,
the
input
stream
is
divided
into
overlapping
sequences
of
length
N
as
illustrated
in
the
right
part
of
Figure
3.
T
he
num
ber
of
overlapping
sam
ples
depends
on
the
N
PSS
length
and
is
chosen
to
be
188.A
fterw
ards,the
block-w
ise
cross-correlation
w
ith
the
different
frequency
offset
candidates
is
perform
ed,
w
hich
can
be
done
in
frequency
dom
ain.
T
he
m
ain
benefit
of
this
m
ethod
is
that
a
cross-correlation
in
tim
e
dom
ain
is
replaced
by
a
point-w
ise
m
ultiplication
in
frequency
dom
ain.
A
dditionally,the
generation
of
the
N
PSS
reference
signals
in
frequency
dom
ain
gets
sim
plified:
D
ifferent
frequency
offsets
relate
to
cyclic
shifts
w
hich
can
be
easily
im
plem
ented
in
hardw
are.
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E
A
s
the
proposed
cross-correlation-based
algorithm
is
an
M
L
detector,the
com
plexity
is
expected
to
be
significantly
higher
com
pared
to
the
low
-com
plexity
auto-correlation
m
ethod.O
n
average
for
each
received
block
of
size
N
 
N
O
a
single
N
-
pointFFT,
N
f
point-w
ise
com
plex
m
ultiplications
of
a
vector
of
length
N
,
and
N
f
IFFT
operations
need
to
be
perform
ed.
C
hoosing
an
FFT
size
of
N
=
1
,02
4
the
num
ber
of
real
additions
and
m
ultiplications
can
be
estim
ated
to
135.0
and
135.4
M
O
PS,respectively
leading
to
an
overallcom
putational
com
plexity
of270.5
M
O
PS.T
hus,the
com
putationaleffortper
sub-fram
e
ofthe
M
L
detectorcom
pared
to
the
low
-com
plexity
tim
ing
acquisition
[9]
is
roughly
10x
higher.
A
s
w
e
w
ill
see
in
the
follow
ing,
the
M
L
detector
does
not
need
as
m
any
sub-fram
es
as
the
low
-com
plexity
detector.
H
ence,
its
overall
com
putational
effort
per
tim
ing
acquisition
lies
actually
below
10x
that
of
the
low
-com
plexity
tim
ing
acquisition.
T
he
perform
ance
in
term
s
of
tim
ing
acquisition
latency
is
show
n
in
Figure
4
for
in-band
B
W
:
in-band
is
m
entioned
here
for
the
first
tim
e,
rem
ove
it
and
just
m
ention
the
SN
R
deploym
ent
w
hich
has
the
m
ost
dem
anding
SN
R
requirem
ent
of
-12.6
dB
.
T
he
different
curves
relate
to
different
threshold
settings
used
for
hit-detection
based
on
the
actual
peak-to-
average
ratio
of
all
cross
correlations
B
W
:
is
this
really
true?
the
plot
suggests
that
the
different
curves
correspond
to
different
SN
R
s.
A
s
can
be
seen
from
Figure
4,the
O
L
S
detector
achieves
a
latency
of
480
m
s,w
hereas
the
auto-correlation
detector
of
[9]
takes
620
m
s
to
achieve
a
90%
hit
rate.
V
.
H
A
R
D
W
A
R
E
(V
L
S
I)
IM
P
L
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M
E
N
TA
T
IO
N
A
block
diagram
of
the
cross-correlation
N
PSS
detector
is
show
n
in
Figure
5.
T
he
m
ain
com
putational
elem
ents
are
the
FFT
and
IFFT
blocks
w
ith
a
required
throughput
of
2.87
/10m
s
=
28
7.1
/s
and
8
90
.0/s
FFT
and
IFFT
com
pu-
tations
or
1.5
and
4
5.6
m
illion
radix-2
operations
per
second,
respectively.E
ven
for
the
m
ore
dem
anding
IFFT
itis
possible
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ig. 1. NPSS and NSSS resourc pp ng onto n NB-IoT frame.
Wit a sub-frame length of 10ms and a s mpling rate of
1.92MHz 19,200 sampl eed o be c ptured in ord r to ge
exactly one copy of the NP S. A the sub-frame b undary is
unknown, the NPSS can s a t a any of the 19,200 samples.
One task of t e eceiver is to stimate the beginning of th
NPSS to acquir sub-frame b undary timing information. In
addition, an NB-IoT device has a rando f equency offset
bec us th crystal cillat r on the device is n t y t tu ed
after po er-on. This heavily ffects the det ction complexi y
becaus the device e s to analyz va io s fre cy-offset
candidates within a specified b undary, as well. To re uce th
complexity it is possib e to p rfor a coarse frequ ncy a d
timing offset esti tion on a dow - ampled versi n of th
received signal. In [8] the first part o the correlation is for
exa ple done at a sa pling frequency of 240 kHz. T en,
sub-frame consists of nly 2,400 a ple .
III. CORRELATION BASED TIMING ACQUISITION
There are two main algorit s to perfo m ti ing acqui-
siti n, namely auto correlation and ross-co rela ion. While
auto- orrelat on is the only option if the transmitt d, periodi
seq ence s unknown, f r NPSS d t c ion b th lgorithm ca
be applied as the transmitted sequ nce is know t the r ceiver.
Auto-correlation ppr ach s a in ge ral more hardware
efficient than cross-correlati n app aches. B t, ince th
au o-c rrelation algorithm does not expl it the fact t at the
transmitted sequenc is know , its p rformance is sub-optimal.
In fact, cross-cor elation detecto s are ML detector [4]. This is
the reason, why many applicati ns like radar systems or GPS
receivers use a ross- orre ation for signal d t ction [9]. In this
p per we focus on low latency a her th n low complex ty.
Thus, the ML detector [4] (Page 244), hich projects the
received s gnal ector onto each of the Nf possible frequency
c ndi ates, is a viable opt on for NPSS de ecti n.
For the NPSS ML detector correlation metrics are given by
(r | ✓, o) =
✓+137X
k=✓
r[k]s⇤[k]e j2⇡fo , (2)
where the recei d signal vector
r = [r[0] r[1] . . . r[137  1]]T
h s a sampling rat of 240 kHz and s[k] f r k = 0 . . . 136 is
the cyclic prefix extended 128-point IFFT of the time domain
NPSS sequence S⇤[k] given in Eq. (1).
norm lized fo
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Fig. 2. ML function over normalized frequency offset.
T e ML fun ti n C(r0 | ✓ = 0, fo) for a distortion f ee
receiv d signal vector r0 over the frequency off et fo is plotted
in Fig. 2. I is eva uated i ML fa hion acc rdi g to
(fˆ , tˆo) = argm x
fo,to
{C(r | fo, to)} .
ereby diffe nt time offset to hypoth ses, which co re-
spond to s b-frame bou daries, have to be evaluated by cr ss-
correl t ng t e r ceive samples in the c rrelati n wind w
wit the n n NPSS.
In ddition orrela ions re p rform d for every Nf fr -
que cy offset hypothesis fo which d fines the rang of
f quency offs t the det c r s a l support. The minimu
frequency gr sp cing i defined by the 240 kHz sampl ng
r te and he FFT n IFFT size which t des of c putational
compl xity, memory requirements, and p oce sing delay for
estim ti ccuracy. L rg r FFT s zes with smaller g id p c-
ings i r ve fr qu n y off et stim ti n ac uracy but ha a
l ng r elay and req ir more e ory. Sh r FFT sizes risk
that th peak t -averag pow r atio is n t l ble b cause
the verag pow r is co p ted o ly v a s ort amount
of s ples. An FFT siz f 1,024 results in a grid sp cing
f 234Hz wh h s sufficient for NPSS det ction and was
th refore chosen in th s work. In dition, th w dth of the
correlati n peak of Fig. 2 allow to take every fourth grid
po nt, w ile still cov ring 70% of the peak amplitud . Nf
trade off the mi imum height f a corr lat on peak agai st
computational complexity and memory size. By choosing
Nf = 31 This allows to cover a fr quen y offset ra g f
31 · 4 · 234 ⇡ 29.0 kHz.
In every sub-frame we r ceive Ns = 2,400 samples and the
length of the NPSS in tim domain i Np = 189 samples.
In total Ns · Nf cross-corr l tion of l ngth Np ar requir d.
Consider ng Nf = 31 different frequency ca didates a t tal of
74,400 cross-c rrelations need to be performe every millisec-
ond, which i impractical for NB-I T devi e .
H wever, the computatio al c mplexity c n be significantly
reduced when us ng an overlap-sav (OLS) method [7]. This
m thod is well established especially for discrete convolutions
but it can also be ppli d t cross-correlations. By applying
OLS to the NPSS cross-correlation, the input stream is divided
into verlapping s qu nces of length N as illustrated in the
Fig. 3. Signal processing scheme of the ML NPSS detector which includes fractional-frequency and c arse-timing offset estimation. The right sub-figure
shows correlation computation with the overlap-save method.
Hereby diff rent time offset hypoth ses to, which corre-
spond to sub-frame boundaries, have to be evaluat d by cross-
correlating the received samples in the correlation window
with the known NPSS.
In addition, correlations are performed for every Nf fre-
quency offset hypothesis fo, which defines the range of
frequency offsets the detector shall support. The minimum
frequency grid spacing is defined by the 240 kHz sampling
rate and the FF and IFFT size which trad s off computational
complexity, memory requirements, and processing delay for
estimation accuracy. Larger FFT sizes with smaller grid spac-
ings improve frequency offset estimation accuracy but have
a longer delay and require more memory. An FFT size of
1,024 results in a grid spacing of 234 Hz which is sufficient
for NPSS detection and was therefore chosen in this work. In
addition, the width of the correlation peak of Fig. 2 allows to
take every fourth grid point only, while still covering 93% of
the peak amplitude. Nf trades off the minimal observed height
of a correlation peak against computational complexity and
memory size. It is a design parameter, which can be chosen
to match the accuracy of the underlying crystal oscillator.
Choosing Nf = 31 leads to a frequency-offset range of
31 · 4 · 234Hz which allows to compensate ±14.5 kHz.
In every 10 ms frame we receive Ns = 2,400 samples and
the length of the NPSS in time domain is Np = 189 samples.
In total Ns ·Nf cross-correlations of length Np are required as
shown in the left part of Fig. 3. Considering Nf = 31 different
frequency candidates a total of 74,400 cross-correlations need
to be performed every 10 ms, which is impractical for NB-IoT
devices.
However, the computatio al complexity can be significantly
reduced wh using an ov rlap-sav (OLS) metho [9]. This
method is well established especially for discret convolutions
but it ca also be applied to cross-correlations. By applying
OLS to the NPSS cross-correlation, the input stream is divided
into overlapping sequences of length N as illustrat d in the
right part of Fig. 3. The number of overlapping samples
depends on the NPSS length and is chosen to be NO = 188.
Afterwards, the block-wise cross-correlation with the different
frequency-offset candidates is performed, which can be done
in frequency domain. The main benefit of this method is that
a cross-correlation in time domain is replaced by a point-
wise multiplication in frequency domain. Additionally, the
generation of the NPSS reference signals in frequency domain
gets simplified: Different frequency offsets relate to cyclic
shifts which can be easily implemented in hardware.
IV. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE
As the proposed cross-correlation-based algorithm is an ML
detector, the complexity is expected to be significantly higher
compared to the low-complexity auto-correlation method. On
average for each received block of size N −NO a single N -
point FFT, Nf point-wise complex multiplications of a vector
of length N , and Nf N -point IFFT operations need to be
performed. Choosing an FFT size of N = 1, 024 the number
of real additions and multiplications can be estimated to 135.0
and 135.4 MOPS, respectively leading to an overall compu-
tational complexity of 270.5 MOPS. Thus, the computational
effort per sub-frame of the ML detector is roughly 10x higher
than the auto-correlation timing acquisition [6].
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Fig. 4. Timing acquisition latency of cross-correlation NPSS detector.
The performance in terms of timing-acquisition latency is
shown in Fig. 4 for in-band deployment which has the most
demanding SNR requirement of -12.6 dB and beyond. For
the simulations the TU1.2 channel model was used and the
threshold was set to achieve a false-alarm rate of 1%. The
OLS detector achieves a latency of 400 ms, whereas the auto-
correlation detector of [6] takes 620 ms to achieve a 90% hit
rate. The average detection latency is 140 ms which is roughly
a factor of two below the value of [6].
V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of the cross-correlation NPSS detector is
shown in Fig. 5. The main computational elements are the FFT
and IFFT blocks with a required throughput of 2.87/10 ms =
287.1/s and 890.0/s FFT and IFFT computations or 1.5 and
45.6 million radix-2 operations per second, respectively. Even
for the more demanding IFFT it is possible to reuse a single
radix-2 instance for all IFFT operations when assuming typical
VLSI clock frequencies. So, for the FFT as well as for the
IFFT block a single radix-2 in-place architecture is sufficient.
The FFT is designed to include a RAM holding 1,360
complex samples which is larger than N . The reason for
this is two-fold: Firstly, the FFT operates on 1,024 complex
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of NPSS detector.
TABLE I
NPSS DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS IN TWO CMOS TECHNOLOGIES.
CMOS technology SMIC 130 nm GF 28 nm
Synthesized Cell Area 3.34 mm2 0.22 mm2
Voltage 1.2 V 1.0 V
kGE 735 600
est. PML 38 mW 2.5 mW
words, but the unaltered 188 overlap samples need to be stored
for the next FFT computation, as well. Secondly, during the
FFT operation further inputs r[k] need to be stored in the
memory. Furthermore, a single-port RAM has been chosen,
which minimizes the storage area. The introduced memory-
bandwidth bottleneck limiting the throughput to one radix-2
operation every 4 clock cycles is tolerable due to the very low
throughput requirements of the FFT.
In contrast such an architecture would not be sufficient to
meet the throughput requirement of the IFFT. Here, the mem-
ory bandwidth has to be 4× higher to support a throughput
of one radix-2 operation every cycle. Thus, the memory in
the IFFT block is split into four banks each still being a
single-port RAM to minimize storage area. Memory access
conflicts are avoided by assuring that every two subsequent
radix-2 operations do not access the same register banks. After
processing the FFT, the correlations in frequency domain, and
the Nf = 31 IFFTs for each received block of length N the
results are non-coherently combined with previous correlation
results. The size of the memory holding the intermediate, non-
coherently combined correlation results is reduced by down-
sampling the correlation results by a factor of 2 as proposed
in [6]. After the processing of a sub-frame, a peak-detection is
used to decide, whether the NPSS sequence was found. Rather
than using a simple peak-to-average ratio an analysis of the
four largest correlation results is considered which improves
the detection probability when combining correlation results of
multiple sub-frames. Also, the existence of side-peaks (Fig. 2)
requires a more sophisticated peak detection as a simple peak-
to-average ratio would lead to many false detections.
We implemented the detector in VHDL and performed syn-
thesis experiments in SMIC130 and GF28 CMOS technology
targeting a clock frequency of 62 MHz. The key characteristics
of the detector are give in Table I.
With Nf = 31 a correlation RAM with 334 kbit is required.
This is the largest memory in the design and occupies 54%
of the entire area. However since this memory is only used
for NPSS detection it can be easily shared with other building
blocks. The implementation also includes the fine frequency-
and timing-offset estimation as proposed in [6].
The power consumption of the detector was estimated by
using Cadence R© tools from post-synthesis netlist and the value
change dump file to 38 mW (1.2V, TT, 25C) and 2.5 mW (1.0V,
TT, 25C) for the 130- and 28-nm technology, respectively.
VI. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The energy of timing acquisition is given by the power of
the detector and the RF-transceiver in receive mode times the
latency t. Given the energy of the ML approach and the auto-
correlation (AC) approach for a certain RF-transceiver power
PRF we compute the savings according to
∆E [%] = 100
[
1− (PRF + PML)tML
(PRF + PAC)tAC
]
.
For the AC timing acquisition we account for a power of
PAC =
PML
10 because the arithmetic load is about 10× below
the arithmetic load of the ML approach. However it shall be
denoted that this factor is dependent on the implementation.
In Fig. 6 the energy saving ∆E [%] per timing acquisition
is plotted over the power consumption of the RF-transceiver
PRF [W] for the latency of the ML detector (tML = 400 ms)
and the AC detector (tAC = 620 ms) in [6].
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Fig. 6. Energy savings per timing acquisition for the ML detector with 400 ms
latency over the auto-correlation detector 620 ms latency with different power
consumption values.
Even though the AC detectors show a lower power con-
sumption for NPSS detection (due to their reduced number
of additions and multiplications) they do not improve overall
energy efficiency because of higher latency. The dotted line
shows the maximum possible savings of 35.5%.
The power consumption of RF-transceivers is dependent
on multiple factors whose analysis lie beyond the scope of
this paper, therefore we consider a broad range of values
for RF-transceiver power consumption. The grey rectangle in
Fig. 6 indicates the region of interest for NB-IoT dedicated
RF-transceivers which lies below the power consumption of
conventional LTE and GSM transceivers due to the simplifi-
cations made in NB-IoT. Power consumptions of state of the
art conventional LTE and GSM transceivers are indicated by
the vertical lines in Fig. 6 indicate the power consumption of
two reported RF-transceivers [11], [12].
VII. CONCLUSION
The fact that the RF-transceiver dominates downlink power
consumption in an NB-IoT device creates design space for
dedicated hardware implementations which can execute ex-
haustive baseband algorithms. Following this guideline we
have shown that the computationally complex ML approach
for NB-IoT timing acquisition can lead to significant energy
savings in NB-IoT devices. The savings were achieved by
the low latency of our detector which due to algorithmic
transforms based on the OLS method and by targeting a
dedicated VLSI implementation shows a relatively low power
consumption. We were able to reduce the energy required for
a single NPSS detection by 34% for 28 nm CMOS technology
and from 9% up to 21% even in a rather mature 130 nm CMOS
technology. Future research will address area reductions es-
pecially by sharing memory resources with other hardware
building blocks.
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